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Microsot1's SQL Ser er is a client I server based relational database management 
system (RDBMS) that uses T-SQL as its dialect of the SQL language. /\ client I server 
database is an application that is divided into a part that runs on a server and a part that 
runs on workstations (c lients). The server side provides security, fault-tolerance, 
pcrfonnance, concurrency, and reliable backups. The client side pro' ides the user 
interface. 
SQL Server developers have the rcspo11s1bility for dcs1gni11g and implementing 
the databases. Designing n good datubasc start !-> wi th understanding the client' !-. 
requi rements for the database. SQL Server administrators ha e the responsibility for the 
day-to-day tasks of maintaining and managing the databases. SQL Server administration 
involves backing up databases and restoring them when necessary, setting up and 
managing users, managing database security, managing the replication environment , 
tuning the database system, and troubleshooting any problems that arise. 
In this proposal , the l'enjicatum 011 J>hys1cu/ /)esig11 of tvllcrosoji SQ/, Server 
..,_() l'e1:fi1r111cmce wi ll be presented. The proposal mostly wi ll touched on the part of 
tuning and indexes of SQL Server to perform an optimizer performance and shows ho" 
11 "ur"-s on rctnc\ ing columns and rows of the real datas. For this purpose, a system will 
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Chapter I: Project Introduction 
I PRO.JECT INTRODllCTION 
1.1 PROJECT OVERvrnw 
Most systems administrators don' t perfonn monitoring and optimization 
functions because they believe they don' t have the time. Most of their time is 
spent on firefighting, that is, troubleshooting problems that have cropped up. 
It's safe to say that if they had taken the time to monitor and optimize the 
systems, those problems might never have ari sen in the fi rst place. ll1at makes 
monitoring ll nd optimization proactive tro11hlcshooting, not reactive, as is the 
llOffi\ . 
Monitoring allows to find potential problems before the users find them; 
without it , have no way of knowing how well the system is perfonning. 
Perfomrnnce Monitor can be used to monitor both Windows NT and SQL 
Server. Some of the more important counters to watch are Physical Disk : 
Average Disk Queue ( which should be less than 2 ) and SQL Server : BuITer 
Manager : BufTer Cache Hit Ratio (which should he as high as possible ). 
Qucl)' Analyzer allows seeing how a que1y will aITect the system before 
place it in production. The profiler is used to monitor queries aficr they have 
been placed in general use; it is also useful for monitoring c;ecuri ty and user 
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file, can nm the Index Tuning Wi1.ard to optimi1c 1he indexes. 
Once have created all logs and traces, need to archive them. The various log 
fil es can be used later for budget justification and trend 1racking. One of the 
primary reasons 10 do so is to back up requests for addi1ional equipment. One 
of the most valuable functions of using the archived data for trend tracking is 
proactive 1roubleshooting, that is, anticipating and avoiding - problems 
before they arise. 
SQL Server has the abi lity to dynamically adjust most of its settings to 
cornpcnsalc for problems. II can adj11s1 memory use, lhrcads spawned. and host 
of other sctlings. In some case . unfortunately, lhosc dynamic adjustments may 
11n1 be enough and may need to make some manual chnngcs. 
Perfonnance tuning in the client I server world is something of a magical art. 
A combination of so many factors can make an application perfonn well , and 
knowing where to focus the time is what ' s moc;t important. 
The most critical part of optimi1.ing perfonnance is good documentat ion. 
Document statistically how the system works or perfonns before even starting 
an) perfonnance tun ing. As the pcrfomtance tuning cycle begins, should 
monitor ancl document the effects of llll changes so that it' s easy to detennine 
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changes made for one application a11tomntically apply to another application. If 
want the best results from optimizing SQL Server, need to know and use the 
proper techniques. If don·t, the end result will not be \\-hat arc hoping for or 
what arc needed. 
l.2 OB.IF.CTIVES 
l11e Verjlcation 0 11 Physical Design ofMicros<?fl SQ/, Sen •er 7.0 Performance 
is a research on physical design to optimize the perfonuance of SQL server by 
using indexes and tuning. It evaluates the co ts of the available methods for 
retrieving the data and uses the most efficient method. ·1 he objectives of the 
system arc to : 
(a) To find the storage location of the rows needed by uses an index and 
extracts only the needed rows. 
(b) Selecting a physical database design that is appropriate for the system 
workload. 
(c) To improve perfom1ance so frequently accessed procedures do not need to 
be recompiled. 
(d) To provide all the intimate details required wnngmg out every last 
transaction per second (tps) possible. 
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(f) To provides complete and up to date statistics to help manage and monitor 
the performance or SQL Server. 
1.3 PROJRCT SCOPE 
The Veriflcation on Physical Design <?{Microsoft SQ!, Seli'er 7.0 t>erj(>mumce 
is more to a research on algorithm that is used to evaluate the methods for 
retrieving the data in the most efficient methods. SQL Server has a reasonably 
constant execution time and has no way of inOucncing their execution time. 
Broadly speaking, there are five techniques, which can u e to decrease 
execution time, which is known as oplimii'alinn. These techniques arc : 
I ) Rct1 icvc every rows of data from a table. Compare time taken to retrieve 
a single row from a table. 
Note: compare using different siLe 
2) Retrieve every columns of data from a table. Compare time taken to 
retrieve a single column from a table. 
ote: compare using different sii'c 
l) Compare using STORE PROCEDURE to SQL statements if both of them 
giving the same results. 
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4) Compare index ing and without indexing. What's the time variance to 
retrieve the same data requested. 
5) Comparing the time used on different data 1ypcs. Analyze the cfTect of 
not using the proper data type. Like some fi elds can use byte instead of 
integer 
t..t PRO.IF.CT DEVELOPMENT M ETHODOLOGY 
Planning t 
....__A_n_a_ly_si_· s~j ..... 
1 
_ .... t_ ___, --.--==:-___ _, 
. Design 
Figure 1.1 Waterfall Model 
The project development methodology of I ·a~ficarwn m1 J>hy.'1rnl 1Je.\1gn <?( 
A/1cro.,oji SQ/. Sawr 7.0 Pe1/omw11ce i · Waterfall approach. ·me Waterfall 
model builds correction pathways into the model that enable a retltm to a 
pre ions phnsc. It is the most widely used methodology to implement the 
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shown in the Figure I. I, the methodology consil>ts of ft vc phases including 
planning, analysis, dcsi!:,'ll, implementation and support. 
In the planning phase, the current problem will be identified, the need of the 
project will be recognized and the project objectives will be set. The analysis 
phase involves the processes of analyzing the existing methods for retrieving 
data and clctennining the new most efficient method for extracts the only 
needed rows. After the system analysis will be the system design. The design 
phase concerns on the system architect11re, database design, as well as the 
outcome of the reports and screens. The system program de ign is followed by 
the system implementation where the system program will be developed and 
tested for execution. In the final phase, the new system program wi ll he ensured 
1h111 1t has met their goal that is to communicate wi th SQI. Server. 
1.5 PROJECT SCHEDULE 
Project Scheduling plays an important role in planning and developing the entire 
thesis. It specifies all the activities involve in project development and tJ1e 
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(a) l'rohlem /)L:/lmtion : 
• Recognize the need for the project and the current problem 
encountered by the most systems administrators to perfonn 
monitoring and optimi1-4tion functions. 
• Research on the historical development of SQL Server. 
• Develop a project-planning schedule. 
(b) l Iser Requiremenl Study : 
• Analysis of physical design's capabilities and th inking as well as 
their search behavior. 
• Research on optimi1ation of l\licro'\on SQI Server requirements. 
(c) l::·nst111g sy.,tems /lllaly.\I.\ mu/ /)ocw11e11/0ll<Jl1 : 
• A study of current existing methods to execute data archiving 
includes all the good functi ons in the new methods. 
(d) Svstem Req11ireme11/ /)e/enn111a11011 : 
• Deten11i11e the functional and non-functional requirement as well 
a the project scope. 
• State the innovations that need to occur for the system to be 
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(e) System Analy.\ls : 
• Obtain infonnation through research and observation on the target 
books. 
• Research through the Internet. 
• Analysis on the developing tools used by the various systems. 
(f) System Design: 
• Include the prototyping and module design using real database. 
• Figure out an overall picture of the new method working process 
by using algorithms and data dictionaries. 
• Specify the system 's outcome 
(g) Sy.,1£1111 /111ple111enta1io11 : 
• Development of algorithm. 
>- Design the program using the Visual Basic. 
>-- Translate the entire algorithm into specific program lanb'ltage 
instmctions. 
,. Testing and debug the program to eliminate all errors. 
• Testing 
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~ Acceptance testing that involves users to evaluate the system 
to see whether the system meet their needs and functions 
correctly. 
(h) Documentation : 
• Recording all information pertinent to the project. 
ID Task Name Period Start End Mac Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept 
1 Problem Definition 6 days 19/3/01 25/3 • 
2 User Requirement Study 14 days 24/3/01 7/4 .,. 
3 Existing Information 30 cL1ys 24/3/01 23/4 
I Analysis/Documentation 
I 
4 System Requirement 10 d:1ys 26/3/01 5/4 I 
Determination 
5 System Analysis 18 days 5/.VOO 23/4 • 
6 System Design 27 days 24/4/0 1 21/5 -
7 System Implementation 120 clays 22/5/0 I 19/9 
I l 
8 Documentation 184 days 19/3/0 I 19/9 
I l l I 
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1.6 SUMMARY OF Tll E CllAPTERS 
Generally there arc seven chapters in this project report. Each chapter contains 
the in fo m1ation of different phrases of the Venjlca 1111 on Phys1ca/ Oes1gn of 
f\11cro.w>}i SQ!. Server 7. 0 Performance development. 
(a) ( 'lwpter I : Prr~ject lntrod11e1ion 
This chapter contains the overall project overview, current problem 
definition, the description of the project includes the objectives, the 
project scope and project' s features as well as the project schedule 
that specifies the activities that must be completed for the project to 
succeed. 
(b) Chapter 2: Alicrowift SQ/, Serw r //,11em111re Review/ 
All the previous studies analysis and research on the project topic will 
be represented in current chapter. It will focus on the SQL Server as 
well as their search behaviour in order to design the optimize 
perfom1ance that appropriate to them. It will also contain all the 
history development of the SQL Server and all the encmmtcrcd issues. 
(c) ( '/wpll!r J : Op111111:ati<m (~fSQI. Server 
All the needs of optimi1ing and how to tuning SQL Server will take 
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tuning and the power to perform better. Then find out what is the 
backend probrram that causes poor perfom1anccs. 
(cl) Chapter I : Indexes 
All types of indexes arc discussed in this chapter. One of the most 
important decisions regarding the physical implementat ion of the 
database is how the indexes wi ll be built. It will focus on selecting 
indexing method to know how the table will be queried in most 
situations. 
(c) Chapter 5 : .\)•.\h1 111 ll11aly"' ~ 111<1 n e,1r.11 
ll1is chapter includes ct ll the info1mation obtained from the research. 
The s11mma1y and analysis from the observat ions wi ll be presented. 
Besides that, all the functional requirements and non-functional 
requirements of the project will be concerned. The analysis of the 
system developing tools includes all the hardware and software will 
be stated in this chapter. /\ study of the existing algorithm will be 
done and the description, analysis and documentation of the research 
will be present in this chapter as well. 
( f) C '/wpter 6: .~1·s1em /111ple111e111arw11 
This chapter states all the physical design processes that involve a lot 
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as well as the outcome of the repons. ·niis chapter contains system 
coding methodologies and testing strategies used. Besides that, the 
maintenance procedures undertaken wil l also be included in the 
chapter. 
(g) Chapter 7: Stimulation Results 
This chapter discusses the stimulation outputs of the system. 
Techniques and the results of new methods together wi th graph 
analysis will be present in this chapter 7. 
(h) ( '/wpta 8 : Sy.\fem Hva/11m1011 and ( 'one/mum 
Chapter 8 discusses the strengths and limitation of the system. All the 
the problem encountered and the suggestions or comments will also 
be pre entcd in this chapter. The overall conclusion and the 
recommendations for furure system enhancernenrt will be stated as 
well. 
(i) Chapters 9 : Co11c:lu.s1011 
Summary of the perfom1ancc of Micro ·on SQL Server 7.0 and the 
important of SQL Server in the progressive cn\lironment will take 










jMIC ROSOFT SQL SERVER 
2.1 LITERATll RE REVIEW 
2.1.1 \Vhat Is The Literature 
Chapter 2 : Microsoft SQL Server 
[ /,1terature Revtel-11 l 
Although might think of novels and poetry when hear the word ltterature, for a 
piece of research the meaning is more specific. ln tenns of a literature review, 
the literature means the works consulted in order to understand and investigate 
the research probkm 
2. l.2 \ Vhy W1ritc A Review Of The Literature 
The literature review is a cri tical look at the existing research that is significant 
to the wmk that is carrying out. Some people think that it is a summary : this is 
not true. Although need to summarize relevant research, it is also vital that 
evaluate this work, show the relationships between dim~rcnt work, and show 
how it 1relates to tlte work. In other words, cannot simply give a concise 
dcscripl1 on of, for example, an article : need to select what parts of the research 
lo discuss (e.g. the methodology), show how it relates to the other work (e.g. 
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lf,1/eruture l?ev1ewj 
different?) and show how it relates to the work (what is its relationship to the 
methodology?). 
2.2 INTRODUCTION TO MICROSOFT SQL SERVER 
Microsoft SQL Server 7 is an RDBMS (relational database management system). 
Relational databases are sometimes referred to as self-defining collections of 
tables. That's because, from end-user' s point of v1ew, data appears to be stored 
in two-dimensional tables similar to spreadsheets. In addition to data tables, 
RDBMSs all have special tables called catalogs or dictionaries that contain 
in format ion about particular databases hence the se(f-defin111g part of 
dclinitiotn. 
SQL Server, like most high-end enterprise RDBMSs, is designed to 
handle multiple users thousands concurrently, and lots of data - gigabytes ( I 
billion bytes) or e en terabytes ( 1 trillion bytes) of data. RDBMSs like SQL 
server are sometimes called OL TP (onlinc transaction processing systems) 
because they' re built to kccp h .. ck of complex transactions. The RDBMS 
software is responsible for keeping things in synch and for being able to perform 
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[Uterat11re Review] 
Todlay, RDl3MSs arc also used to build data warehouses and data marts 
for so-cal11ed DSS (decision support systems) and I3I (business intelligence) 
applications. These are usually read-only (as opposed to read-wnte) databases 
that contain data that's been consolidated from multiple so urces, both for fast 
access and! to minimize the impact of ad hoc (unplanned and unscheduled 
interactive) queries on production OL TP systems. 
In 11hc past, organizations and thei r IT (infonnationi technology) staffs 
have been a lot better about getting data 11110 databases than with giving users or 
customers access to subsets of data they need in order to do their jobs or make 
decisions. In today's dynamic marketplace, that's changing. IT departmenLc; arc 
expected to deliver data over intrancts and to better integrate their organizations' 
diverse data stores with what can be very complex supply chains. 
In other words, users take it for granted that RDB'.MSs wi ll safeguard 
thei r data. But they no longer satisfied to have data disappear into what appears 
to them to be a series of black holes. They expect lT to make it easier for them to 
get data back 0111 of thei r database::, .ts wel l. 
RDBMSs (Microsof\ SQL Server) have moved into the limelight because 
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ll .1terol11re l?ev1ew] 
2.2.1 History Of Microsoft SQL Server On Windows NT 
Microsoft initially worked wi th Sybase Corporation on a vcrsion of a SQL server 
system for OS/2. When Microsoft abandoned OS/2 in favor of its new network 
operating s;ystem, Windows NT, it decided to enhance the SQL server engine 
from Sybase and help modify the code for Windows NT. Thie resulting product 
was Microsoft SQL Server 4 for Windows NT, stabilizing at 4.21. 
Ovc:r time, Microsoft took over more and more responsibility for the 
development of SQL Server; by ersion 6, Microsoft was in complete control of 
the software. Sybasc engineers continued developing their da11abase engine to run 
on Windows NT (Sybase version I 0), while Microsoft dc:vclopcrs continued 
enhancing SQL Server 6 (which quickly turned into c:rsion 6.5). Sybasc 
continues to develop its product for Windows NT; Microsoft''s current version of 
SQL Server (SQL Server 7) was officially launched in November of 1998. 
2.2.2 SQL Server 7.0 Enha ncements And Philosophies 
One major enhancement to SQL Server 7.0 is that the database engine has 
become largd y sel f-configuring, self-tuning, and self-manag,ing. LazyWrtier and 
Rend-Ahead Manager arc self-tuning. Max Async 1/0 is likely the only 
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I/ ,1teral11re J?ev1ew] 
servers wi th larger amounts of storage. This reduction in tuning requirements 
saves vali.1able administrative time that can be applied to other tasks. While it is 
still possible to manually configure and adjust many of the sp_configure options 
that were avai lable in previous versions of SQL Server, it is recommended that 
database administrators allow SQL Server to automatically configure and tune all 
sp_configure options that SQL Server provides defaults for. This allows SQL 
Server to automatically adjust the configurat ion of the database server as factors 
affecting the database server change. (Examples of such factors include RAM 
and CPU utilization for SQL Server and other applications running off the 
database s~rver.) 
In versions of SQL Server prior to the 7.0 version, irecovetJ' 1111erva/ was 
also used to tune the checkpoint process. SQL Server 7.0 automatically tunes the 
recovery interval option. The SQL Server 7.0 default of 0 for recovery interval 
indicates that SQL Server will take responsibility for automatically monitoring 
and tuning recovery interval. This default setting wi ll maintain recovery times 
less thari one minute for all databases as long as there arc no exceptionally long-
running transactions present on th system. 
SQL Server Log Manager has changed significantly in SQL Server 7.0 
from pn~vious versions of SQL Server. SQL Server 7.0 Log Manager manages 
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cache management brings enhanced performance for both components. SQL 
Server Log Manager is also capable of pcrfonning disk 1/0 in larger byte sizes 
than before. The larger 1/0 size combined with the sequential nature or SQL 
Server logging help to make disk 1/0 performance very good for the I .og 
Manager. SQL Server 7.0 automatically tunes the perfonnance of SQL Server 
Log Maniager. There is no longer the need to manually tiune the sp_conligure 
option logwrite sleep. 
2.3 A BRIEF REVI E\V OF SQL SERVER ARCllITECTllJlE 
In order to discuss verilication on indexes and tuning of the SQL Server, it is 
necessary to briefly discuss and i llustratc some key architiectural structures and 
concepts which arc strategic to performance considerations. Moreover, 
understanding of these structures and concepts is vital to the development of 
optimal SQL Server solutions. 
l'erificativ11 011 l'hysical Des1g11 of Alicrosofl 5-:Qt, Server 7.0 is a 
knowledge-intensive art . The skilll ul practitioner must have understanding of : 
• The ROB system to be used 
• The operating system to be used 
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• Solid relational database design concepts 
• Solid query design concepts 
• Suitable hardware platforms and associated components 
Optimization is viewed as the planning for efficient operation with 
respect to user and application performance requirements and logical database 
design. Optimization takes place as early as the planning and design phases of 
the SQL Server solution process and accordingly will address SQL Server 
optimization from a design and development point or view. 
2.3.1 Database lntcrn~• ls 
In order to build an optimal SQL Server solution, one must be able to take 
advantag1:: of the characteristics of the system. An uinderstanding of the 
fundamental building blocks of the database is the best place to start. These 
building blocks consist of the basic internal structures, which by their nature 
affect how the SQL Server performs. l lcnce, this section will present information 
concerning the Im level structure~ associated with a database in general as well 
as the tables mid inde ·es which by and large arc the focus of the optimization 
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J\t the highest level, a SQL Server database is, in essenc•e, a storage area for 
database objects. These objects represent tables, indexes, views, system - and 
user-defined datatypes, stored procedures, etc. However, these objects describe 
what resides in the database, not the elements that constitute the database. A SQL 
Server database is comprised of fractional space of one or more logical devices, 
which in tum are broken down into disk fragments, and the:n possibly segments. 
This represents the external view of the database as described by the data 
definitioni language and system tables such as sy.wlev1cC!s, sy.wlalahases, 
·')'S11.w1ge .... , and .\J1ssegme111s. There is also an internal view of the database. This 
internal view consists of low-level data constructs swch as devices, disk 
fragments, allocation units, extents, and pages. It is this internal view, which is of 
greatest iinterest, with respect to understanding how to build optimal SQL Server 
solutions. Hence, a brief summary of each of the internal structures foll ows. In 
addition, a discussion relating these internal structures to the higher-level data 
objects, will serve as the basis for strategics for the optimal design and tuning of 
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Database devices store databases and transaction logs. These devices arc stored 
on disk files and as such, are physical storage allocated to tlhe server. A database 
device must be at least 2 MB or I 024 2K blocks in size. When created, the 
device is dived into allocation units, each of which is 256 :2K pages or 0.5 MB. 
Thus, a database device wi ll consist of at least 4 allocation units. 
Once a database device has been created, a new row is added to the 
,,y.wlev1c<!s table in the Master database. This table contains data relevant to the 
size, page addressing, logical name, and physical location of the device file. 
I laving created a database device of a specific size, it cannot be changed. Thus, 
care shou Id be given to the determination of device si1e. 
~~ ~ 11111111Tfiii 11111111 
D:\SQLIDATAIMYDATAl DAT Logical Name: MYD.ATAl 
Device Size. 1 O MS • 20 ADoc&t1on Units 
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A disk fragment represents the space used by a database over one or more 
database devices. Each disk fragment of storage for a databaise must be at least I 
allocation unit in size. However, by default, a new database will require a disk 
fragment of at least 4 allocation units in size or 2 MB. Moreover, database 
cxpansiorn must be requested in I MB increments or 2 allocation units. If the 
requested size cannot be satisfied, then SQL Server allocates as much storage as 
possible in 0.5 MB increments or 1 allocation uni t. 1 lcnce., disk fragment sizes 
may reOect 0.5 MB increment. 
A disk fragment represents the space used by a dataoosc over one or more 
database devices. Each disk fragment of storage for a database must be at least I 
allocation unit in size. l lowever, by default, a new database will require a disk 
fragment of at least 4 allocation units in size or 2 MB. Moreover, database 
expansion must be requested in I MB increments or 2 allocation units. If the 
requested size cannot be satisfied, then SQL Server allocates as much storage as 
possible in 0.5 MO increments or allocation unit. I lcncc:, disk fragment sizes 
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Dick Dev•:::c 
Lcgeal llam•! MYDATA2 
Devi::e SlzP- 5 MB" 10 Allxaton Unitr. 
~IIID 
5 MB • 10 AU 2 MB: q AU 
Figure 2.2 Disk Fragment 
/\n allocntion unit represents 256 contiguous pages or 0.5 MB or internal SQI. 
Server data storage. Within each allocation unit, the fi rst ipage is the allocation 
page. It contains an array that shows how the other 255 pages arc used. In 
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Figure 2.3 
Extelll.\' 
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Extents arc the smallest un it of data storage reserved for tables and indexes. Each 
extent coinsists of eight contiguous pages. 32 extents popula1te a single allocation 
unit. Exte:nts are linked together to form a doubly linked ci rcular chain for each 
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Figure 2.4 Extent 
-- I ~ 
Alloc:&tJOn Unrt 
32 Extents 
SQL Server pages arc 2K in si1.c. The page is the uni t or 1/0 for accessing and 
updating data. There arc five distirtct types of pages : 
• Nllocation Pages - Contain infonnation about extents. 
• D:ata Pages - Contain data rows or log records. 
• Index Pages - Contain index rows. 
• Text/Image Pages - Contain rEXT/IMAGE data. 
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Page management is accomplished via extent structures. Thus, from a 
database table or index object perspective, an allocation of an extent or 8 pages 
occurs if a new page is required. 
Page - 21< 






SQL Server tables arc comprised of data pages. Data pages are 2K in size and are 
chained together to fonn a doubly linked list. Each data page contains a 32-byte 
header, \vhich contains information .ibout the page and links to other pages in the 
chain. Thie data rows arc stored immediately after the header infom1ation and 
contain row storage information and the actual data. Thus, each data page is 
capable of storing up to 20 I 6 bytes of data including overhead storage. In 
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which points to the first logical page and the last or root page of the table's data 
page chain. 
sysindexes 
name Id ......... tirst root ... .. .. 
Data P&!Je - 21< 
32 byte Header 
d&ta d&ta d&ta 
2016 bytes D&1a Rows 
Figure 2.6 Tnblcs 
All! data is stored in a contiguous manner, thereby simplifying data page 
scans. lnifonnation concerning the columns for each :row is kept in the 
sysco/1111ms table for each table data object. 
Indexes 
SQL Server indexes are composed of index pages. These pages possess the same 
physical dmrnctcristics as data pages. Index pages consis1t of a 32-byte header 
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node pages, data pages, or data rows depending upon the type of index 
represented. Each page chain in an index is referred to as a level. Index pages al 
the same level arc doubly linked, with the lowest level being the zero (0) level. 
The high1.!sl level is called the root and consists of onlly one page. These 
characteri stics arc true of all SQL Server index types. There arc two types of 
SQL Servicr indexes, clustered and nonclustered. 
Clustered index pages are comprised of index rows containing pointers to 
other ind1::x node pages or data pages at the leaf level. Thus, data pages are 
physically ordered by the key value associated with a clustered index. ln 
addition, ,each clustered index wi ll have a row entry in the .... ysmdexes table wi th 
an 11ulul of I. This ent ry points to the first data page in the tables chain via its 
logical page number, and the root page of the clustered inde:x via its logical page 
number. 
Nionclustered index pages are comprised of index rows contain ing 
pointers llo other index node pages or individual data rows at the leaf level. 
1 lcncc, data pages are not physically ordered by the key value associated with a 
nonclustercd index. In addition, each nonclustered index wi ll have a row entry in 
the ·'Y·'111dexes table with an indid greater than I. This entry points to the first 
index page in the leaf level of the index chain via its logical page number, and 
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The SQL Server communicates w1th clients via a network interface layer called 
the Net-Library. This interface layer, along with the Open Oata Services layer, 
account for the bulk of the SQL Server network architecture. 
2.3.2.1 Net-Library 
A Net-Library is a network interface speeitic to a particular network interprocess 
communication (IPC) mechanism. SQL Server uses a common internal interface 
between Open Oata Services, which manages its use of the network, and each 
Net Library. By doing this, all network-specific considerations and calls arc 
isolated to just that Net Library. There may be multiple Net Libraries loaded, 
one for each network IPC mechanism in use (for example, one for named pipes, 
another for TCPflP sockets, another for SPX, and another for Banyan® VINES® 
SPP). Unlike SQL Server on other operating systems, Microsoft SQL Server uses 
this Net_Library abstraction layer at the server as well as the client, making it 
possible uo simultaneously suppon dicnts on different networks. Windows NT 
allows multiple protocol stacks to be in use simultaneously on one system. 
It is important to distinguish between the JPC mechanism and the 
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named pipes, SPX, and Windows® Sockets. Network protocols include 
NetBEUI, NWLink (SPX/fPX), TCP/IP, and VINES IP. Named pipes, a 
common lPC used in SQL Server environments, can be used over multiple 
network p1rolocols (named pipes can be used efficiently over NetBEUI, NWLink 
SPX/IPX, and TCP/IP, all simultaneously). SQL Server in other environments 
has traditionally supported only a single fPC mechanism (usually TCP/IP 
sockets) 1that was hard-coded directly into the network handler. All clients 
needed to speak to that IPC mechanism, and nothing else, and usually only with 
a single network protocol. 
2.3.2.2 Open Dahl Services 
ODS func;tions as the network connection handler for SQL Server for Windows 
NT. In the past, Open Data Services and the SYBASE® Open Server were often 
referred to as "conceptually" the front end of SQL Server. l lowever, they were 
different implementations that attempted to perform the same function. But it is 
literally true that SQL Server for Windows NT is an ODS application. SQL 
Server uses the same ODS libr y (OPENDSNT.DLL) as any other ODS 
applicat ion. ODS manages the network, listening for new connections, cleaning 
up failed connections, acknowledging "attentions" (cancellations of commands), 
and returning result sets, messages, and status back to the client. SQL Server 
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(TDS). TDS is a sci f-describing data stream. In other words, 1the TDS data stream 
contains "tokens" that describe column names, datatype:s, events (such as 
cancellation), and return status in the client-server "conversation." Neither clients 
nor servers write directly to TDS. Instead, open interfaces. of DB-Library and 
ODBC at the client arc provided that emit TDS. Both use a cllient implementation 
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I VERIFICATION THE PERFORMANCE OF SQL SERVER 
3.1 VERIFICATION THE PERFORMANCE OF SQL SERVER 
There are: several ways to measure performance and consequently, there arc 
several parameters to optimize SQL Server. The performance of a database 
application may be evaluated by one or more of the following criteria : 
• A veragc response ti me of a transaction 
• Maximum response time of a transaction 
• Percentage of transactions whose response time does not exceed a certain 
time limit 
• Throughput - the number of transactions per unit of time 
• Concurrency - the number of users served simulltaneously wi thin a 
specified response time 
The industry-standard TPC benchmarks (issued by the Transaction 
Perfonnance Council) measure the performance of a system by the number of 
transactiorns per second and the average price per transaction. DiITcrent TPC 
hcnchmarks are designed for different types of applicat ions. TPC-C represents a 
transaction mix typical for an online transaction processing (OLTP) system, 
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the importance of TPC benchmarks, also recommend to perform own testing for 
the applications on hardware in the environment. TPC results are achieved on 
specific hardware and network configurations - not to mention that every 
application and database schema is different and may require speci fic 
optimi1.atiion techniques. 
/\ user's perception of application performance may be the most important 
factor of 1its evaluation. Very often, it has Jin le to do with the point of view and 
may be based on prior experience wi th legacy systems, comparison with other 
similar applications and factors unrelated to the database part of the application. 
For example, an incnicient network may kill the eITorts to optimize SQL Server 
code, a poorly designed GU I may require that a user makc:s dozens of clicks to 
receive cksired results, and an untrained user may submit :an ad hoc query that 
brings th1e whole server to a halt. Performance optimizaition and tuning are 
related aireas of database design. But should keep in m1ind all of the many 
componeints that may influence overall application perfonnaincc : 
• S(:rvcr hardware 
• Server operating system 
• Network hardware and topology 
• Network operating system 
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• Middleware tier 
• Cliient computer hardware 
• Frontend applicat ions 
• Database design 
• Ba.ckend (Transact-SQL) programs 
From the user's perspective, all these factors contribute to a.n application's 
response time. The fi rst task is to find and isolate bottlenecks. If the poor 
perfonnance is caused by SQL Server, then have some work to do. 
It is important to realize that in many cases there is no clear-cut tuning 
solution. Vcritication is usually a series o f trade-ofTs. For example, it may 
sacrifice overal l throughput to improve concurrency, or it may optimize average 
response time at the expense of throughput. In some cas,es, it might achieve 
stellar perfonnance of a decision-support query but pay the price by slowing 
down onl ine transactions. Most importantly, it often have to choose between 
better perfonnance and lower price. More expensive systems naturally have more 
power to perform better. As with any uihcr optimization task, tuning SQL Server 
programs requires that to develop criteria to measure the success of the tuning 
efforts. It depends on the particular application goals and requirements. Talk to 
the users to determine what is most important to them. Choose which parameters 
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pcrforrnanice. lt may even need to assign weights to different criteria reflecting 
their relatiive importance. 
Sometimes a user's perception of poor response time may be alleviated with 
an approach that has nothing to do with programming. It c•ould take up to five 
minutes to bring back results of certain queries because of the large amount of 
data that had to be processed. There was no more mom for SQL code 
optimization and the client didn't want to pay for faster server hardware. But the 
angry users turned into happy campers when modified the GUI application to 
randomly display prestored graphic images while waiting for a query lo come 
back. ll al lowed users to bring their own favori te pictures and scanned them into 
a stack or images. The concept was the same as in some modem screcnsavers, 
although very novel at the time this application was developed. Users were 
happy watching pictures of landscapes, animals, and Clint Eastwood (the 
department manager brought this one himself). Of course,, it might argue that 
times have changed and today they would demand 3-D graphics, animation, 
sound, and real-time stock quotes. 
/\ny optimization effort requires an investment of time. The day will not 
stretch beyond 24 hours, no matter how little sleep allow itself. Before spend the 
precious aimc on SQL Server code optimization, must find out whether it is the 
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If narrow down the problems to SQL Server, investigate which stored 
procedure or table is causing the trouble. In many cases, it wm find that only one 
place in the code requires extra work. Should not spend time optimizing pieces 
that arc not causing complaints. Isolating and prioritizing bottlenecks is probably 
more important than rewriting inefficient queries. 
An often-overlooked approach to optimization invollves evaluating the 
workload on the database system and trying to balance it more evenly throughout 
the day, week and month. Monitor system usage for several weeks to determine 
the busiest hours of the day and the busiest days of the week and month. Shift all 
maintenance jobs and long-running reports to off-peak hours and days. It usually 
requires no code changes but yields incredible perfonnancc gains. Empowered 
with the research results, managers may even consider shifti1ng the working hours 
of the staff. Spreading work evenly helps to alleviate users' competition for 
limited se:rver resources during peak hours. 
3.2 HARDWARE PLANNING FOR PERFORMANCE 
Understanding the internal storage structures associated with SQL Server 
databases, possessing knowledge of the user and application performance 
rcqu 1 rc 1rn~nts, and having designed an optimal logical database design, it is now 
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information. lt is the goal of this section to provide in format ion which will help 
to determine the best possible hardware configuration for the database 
environment. 
3.2. t llardwarie Planning 
Hardware planning as it relates to SQL Server is prima1rily concerned with 
system processors, memory, disk subsystem and the network. These four areas 
comprise the bulk of all relevant hardware platforms on which Windows NT and 
SQL Server operate. 1 lencc, this will address planning considerations which are 
generic to all platforms and useful for scaling and implementing optimal SQL 
Server solution~ . 
3.2.1. l System Processor: CPU 
In trying to detem1ine the initial CPU architecture which is right for the 
particular needs, attempting to estimate the level of CPU bound work which will 
be occurring on the hardware platform. As far as SQL Server is concerned, CPU 
bound work can occur when a large cache is available antd is being optimally 
used, or '• hen a small cache is available with a great deal of disk 1/0 activity 
aside fronn that generated by transaction log writes. The type of questions which 
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• W1ill the system be dedicated to SQL Server? 
• llow many users or processes will access the SQL Server? 
• Wlhat will the level of transaction throughput be? 
• ls the SQL Server a departmental system or an enterprise system? 
• Will there be a large number of concurrent users accessing the SQL 
Server? 
• Will there be a great deal of aggregation occurring on the SQL Server? 
The answer to these questions may have already come fr.om the requirements 
specifications. If not, it should be able to make some reasoinable estimates. The 
bottom line is purchase the most powerful CPU architecture which can justify. 
This justi llication should be based upon the estimates, user requirements, and the 
logical database design. I lowever, based upon experience it is suggested that the 
minimum CPU configuration consist of at least a single 80486/50 processor. 
3.2.1.2 Memory : RAM 
Determining the optimal memory co111iguration for a SQL Server solution is 
crucial to achieving stellar performance. SQL Server uses memory for its 
procedure: cache, data and index page caching, static server overhead, and 
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being the maximum configurable value. In addition, it should not be forgotten 
that Windows NT and all of its associated services also require memory. 
W~ndows NT provides each Win32® applicat ion with a virtual address 
space of 4 GB. This address space is mapped by the Windows NT Virtual 
Memory Manager (VMM) to physical memory, and cani be 4 GB in size 
dependent. upon the hardware platform. The SQL Server application only knows 
about virtiual addresses, and thus can not access physical m1!rnory directly. This 
is controllled by the VMM. In addition, Windows NT allows for the creation of 
virtual address space which exceeds the avai lable physical memory. Therefore, it 
is possibl1e to adversely affect performance of SQL Server by allocating more 
virtual memory than there is available physical memory. Hence, the fo llowing 
table contains rule-of-thumb recommendations for different SQL Server memory 
configura11ions based upon avai lable physical memory. 
f~¥1achine l\iCmory (MB) ' SQL Server Memory (MB) r- ~~ -- 1 -- - : --=_-_, 
! 32 16 -
f-
48_ - 28 
64 40 --128 100 
E 256 216-==-512 464 
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These memory configurations arc made for dedi cated SQL Server 
systems, and should be appropriately adj usted if other activities such as file and 
print sharing, or application services wi ll be running on th1.! same platfo rm as 
SQL Server. I lowever, in most cases it is recommended that a minimum physical 
memory configuration of 32 MB be installed. Such a configuration will reserve 
at least 16 MB for Windows NT. Again, these memory confi guration 
recommcnidations are only guidelines for initial configuration estimates, and wi ll 
most likely require appropriate tuning. Nevertheless, it is possible to make a 
more accUtratc and optimal estimate for SQL Server memory requirements based 
upon the previous knowledge gained from user and application performance 
re qui remc nts. 
In order to make a more accurate estimate for an optimal memory 
configuration, the fo llowing table for SQL Server for Windows NT configurable 
and static overhead memory requirements have to refer. 
r- Resource I Configurable I Default v ;rue I Bytes per resource r Space ( M 8 ) 1 
I u;cr Co1mections r_- Yes 25 _I 18,000 - - 0.43-r Open Databases L Y;s --, -I ~ _I - 650 - 0.0~ 
Open Objcc:ts + Yes St J r--=. 72 0.04 
Locks --1- Yes 5,000 =i= 28 0. 13 
De' ices o 256 -}- ' 300 0.07 
c sci:.- er ovc:rhcad I No T N/A 
1
_ /2,000.00Q J 2_.~o~_-_-..__, 
l TOTAL Overhead I - 2.68 
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Cain use this information to calculate a more exact me:mory configuration 
estimate with respect to actual memory usage. This is dlone by taking the 
calculated TOT AL Overhead above and applying it to the foll owing formula : 
SQL Server Physical Memory - TOT AL Overhead SQL Server Memory Cache 
The SQL :Server memory cache is the amount of memory which is dedicated to 
the procedure cache and the data cache. 
The procedure cache is the amount of the SQL Server memory cache 
which is dedicated to the caching of stored procedures, trigge:rs, views, rules, and 
defaults. Consequently, if the system will take advantage of these data objects 
and the stored procedures are to be used by many users, then this value should be 
proportior11al to such requirements. Furthermore, these objects are stored in the 
procedure cache based upon the frequency of their use. Thus, it want the most 
utilized data objects to be accessed in cache verses retrieval from disk. The 
system default is 20 percent of the available memory cache. 
The data or buffer cache is the amount of the SQL Server memory cache 
which is dedicated to the caching of data and index pages. These pages are stored 
to the data cache based upon the frequency of their use. Therefore, the data cache 
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without having to read them from disk. The system default is 80 percent of the 
available memory cache. 
Accordingly, the following example for a dedicated SQL Server 
illustrates a more accurate estimate of SQL Server memory requirements. 
Resource Estimated Value Bytes per resource S1>ace (MB)_ r User Connections -r - 50 -- - r - , 8,000 I 0.9 
I Open Databases I I 0 - Default r 650 - = { 0 ~o I 
,- Open o~_ts __ I soo -pefault ~ I 72 ~ +· 0.0~ 
! Locks T 15,000 28 0.42 
I Devices --..-{- 2S6 300 -0.07 
I Slntic server overhead I~ N/A ~:J /2,000.000 -=i- 2.0 
L TOTAL Overhcud !- - i- -I 3..4.t 
Table 3.3 SQL Server Memory Requi rements 
• Physical system memory = 48 MB 
• Windows NT physical memory = 16 MB 
• SQL Server physical memory = 32 MB 
• 32 MB - 3.44 MB = 28.56 MB Total Memory Cache 
• Procedure cache: 28.56 * 0.2 = 5.712 MB 
• Data cache: 28.56 "' 0.8 = 22.840 M13 
1 lcncc, as a resul t of such overhead requirements, it will have 
approximately 28 MB to work w1 th on the SQL Server. As o erhead 
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and may subsequently lead to performance problems which will then require 
tuning. 
3.2.1.3 Disk Subsystem 
Achieving optimal disk 1/0 is the most important aspect of designing an optimal 
SQL Server solution. The disk subsystem configuration as addressed here 
consists of at least one disk controller device and one or more hard disk units, as 
well as consideration for disk configuration and associated file systems. The goal 
is to select a combination of these components and technologies which 
complements the performance characteristics of the SQL Server. Hence, disk 
subsystem 1/0 as it relates lo reads, writes, and caching defines the performance 
characteristics which are most important to SQL Server. The disk subsystem 
compon~nts and features should look for are as follows : 
• Intel ligent fast SCSI-2 disk controller or disk array controller 
" Controller memory cache JI"' 
' Bus Master card - Processor on-board JI"' results in fewer 
interrupts to the system CPU(s). 
)" Asynchronous read and wri te support 
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, Hardware level RAID supported 
• Fast SCSI-2 drives 
;,.. Read ahend caching (at least a track) 
The determination of how many drives, of what size, of what 
configuration, and of what level of fault tolerance, is made by looking back to 
the user and application performance requirements, understanding the logical 
database design and the associated data, and understanding the interplay between 
system memory and disk 110 with respect to Windows NT and SQL Server. 
There arc several key concepts and guidelines which aid in selection of an 
appropriate disk subsystem components. 
Concept I : Most database I/O's (reads and writes) are random wi th respect to 
data and indexes. This is true for on-line transaction processing and decision 
support systems. 
C '<mcept 2 : Writes to the SQL Server transaction log arc sequential and occur as 
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Concept 3 : Optimal access to randomly accessed data and indexes is achieved 
by distributing the database over several physical disk units, in a single stripped 
volume (RAID 0 or RAfD 5). This results in multiple heads being able to access 
the data and indexes. 
Concept -I : Optimal access to sequentially accessed data is achieved by isolating 
it from the randomly accessed data and index volume(s), on separate physical 
disk units which may be RAID configured (usually RAID I, mirrored for logs). 
Sequential access is faster via a single head which is able to move in one 
direction. 
( '011l·ept 5 : Duplexing of intell igent disk controllers (SCSI or Array) wi ll usually 
yield greater performance. This is especially true of systems which must sustain 
high transaction throughputs, systems with small data (buffer) caches, and 
systems with large data volumes. In addition, if the number of physical disk units 
exceed a controllers capacity, ~mother controller wi ll be necessary. 
( 'once pt 6 : A good method for det mining the number of the disk units 
required for an optimal disk subsystem is to multiply the number of I/O's per 
application transaction by the total number of application transactions per 
second, as generated by the users or the applications. This will yield the total 
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divide it by the average sustainable I/O's per second of the physical disk units 
may use (an average range is between 30 and 50 I/O's per second, which includes 
system overhead and latency). The result is a recommended number of disk units 
for this particular SQL Server solution. 
Concept 7 : A method for determining the size of the disk units required for an 
optimal disk subsystem is to divide the total space requi red for the database by 
number of drives determined previously. This will yield a value which must then 
be adjusted according to the RA fD level employed and or the number of 
controllers employed. 
( 'onc:ep l H : The minimum optimal disk subsystem configuration for any SQL 
Server solution will consist of the SCSI type of controller and at least two SCSl 
drives. This disk configuration is necessary in order to isolate the SQL Server 
transaction log(s), placing them on one physical disk and the database devices or 
fil e(s) on the other physical disk. 
These concepts should be used s guidelines and not as absolutes. Each 
SQL Server environment is unique, thereby requiring experimentation and tuning 
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3.2.1.4 Network 
As with intelligent disk controllers, the goal is to select an intelligent network 
interface card (NIC) which will not rob CPU or memory resources from the SQL 
Server system. This network card should meet the fo llowing minimum 
recommendations : 
• 32-bit EISA or MCA 
• Bus Master card - Processor on-board results in fewer interrupts to the 
system CPU(s). 
• On-board memory cache 
3.2.2 0 1ltimize A Hardware Design That Complements The SQL Server Solution 
When building an optimal SQL Server solution the choice of hardware should be 
based upon : 
• User and application pcrforrnan\....: requirements 
• Knowledge of the Windows NT operating system 
• Knowledge of the SQL Server internals and operations 
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All to often. SQL Server solutions are made to fit generically configured 
hardware platforms, thus resulting in poorly performing systems. Consideration 
needs to be given to proper hardware configuration before the physical 
implementation of the database. This strategy will result in less tuning and 
augmentation of the hardware components, thus resulting in better performance 
from the beginning and saving time and potentially money. 
3.3 TUNING THE SQL SERVER SOLUTION 
Tuning the SQL Server solution should be much less difficult at this point since 
have applied optimization guidelines throughout the solution development 
process. I lowevcr, reality dictates that no implementation is performance perfect. 
A prior understanding of the Windows NT Performance Monitor is required in 
order to apply some of the tuning strategies presented. 
All monitoring requires the use of the Windows NT Performance Monitor 
unless otherwise specified. In addition, al l guidelines apply to dedicated SQL 
Server systems. However, these techniq es can be applied to non-dedicated SQL 
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3.3.1 Hardware Resource Tuning 
The tuning of hardware resources typically involves the discovery of 
"bottlenecks". A bottleneck is the single resource that consumes the most time 
during a tasks execution. f n the case of SQL Server, such resource bottlenecks 
adversely affect the perfonnance of nonnal relational database operations. 
1 lence, the following infonnation pertains to the detection of SQL Server 
resource bottlenecks, and the subsequent adjustment of the resource in order to 
relieve the demand and increase perfonnance. 
3.3.1.1 Processor Tuning 
Processor tuning involves the detection of CPU bound operations. Assuming that 
SQL Server has sufficient memory to run, increasing CPU power is the most 
effective hardware-related way to improve performance. 1t can add CPU power 
in two ways: using a faster CPU or adding additional CPU(s). 
• Faster CPU: When perfom ... ncc is important, should consider using 
as fast a CPU as possible. In general, a faster CPU will probably 
rcali.1.e a bigger perfonnance gain over adding an additional CPU. 
This is because, while adding CPUs provides additional power, the 
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overhead in managing the work perfonncd by multiple CPUs. Of 
course, once are running the fastest CPU available in chosen 
architecture, it can add additional CPUs to increase pcrfonnance. 
• Additional CPU(.\) : Windows NT supports symmetric multi-
processing (SMP). Since SQL Server is implemented using native 
Windows NT threads, it can automatically take advantage of multiple 
CPUs. SQL Server takes good advantage of SMP platfonns, and can 
boost performance significantly by moving the application to an SMP 
platfonn , or adding additional CPUs to an existing SMP platfonn. 
3.3.J.2 Disk Subsystem Tuning 
Disk subsystem tuning involves the detection of disk VO constrained operations. 
Such bottleneck constraints may be caused by the disk controller, the physical 
disk drives, or lack of some other resource, which results in excessive disk I/O 
generating activity. Furthennore, poor disk subsystem perfonnance may also be 
caused by poor index or database design. The goal is to operate the SQL Server 
with as few physical I/O's and associated interrupts as possible. ln order to 
monitor low-level disk activity with respect to the PhysicalDisk Performance 
Monitor counters, it is necessary to enable the diskperf option. This can be 
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diskperf-y. Running with this option enabled may result in a slight (0.1 %-1.5%) 
degradation in performance. Hence, disable it when not required for use (diskperf 
-n). 
When performance tuning the SQL Server di sk subsystem, fi rst should 
attempt to isolate the disk 1/0 bottleneck with the SQLServer counters, using the 
PhysicalDisk and LogicalDisk counters for more detailed monitoring and 
refinement of an action plan. 
3.3.1.3 Networking Tuning 
Network tuning wi th respect to SQL Server performance is affected by the 
following : 
• Throughput of the LAN or WAN. 
• Throughput of the server's network interface card. 
• Availability of resources on the server to service client requests. 
I lowc er, when considering remote procedure ca lls between SQL Server.; or 
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Tuning the SQL Server involves appropriately adjusting the SQL Server 
configuration, options and setup values based on observed operational 
characteristics. Typically these observations are made ~uring peak work cycles in 
order to optimize for the heaviest workloads. However, application of these 
recommendations may result in different outcomes depending upon your 
particular SQL Server environment. 
3.3.2. 1 Memory 
SQI, Server memory is divided between SQL Server overhead, the procedure 
cache and the data cache. The primary goal is to cover SQL Server overhead 
while effectively distributing the remaining memory between the procedure and 
data cache via the procedure cache configuration parameter. The distribution of 
the remaining memory between these caches is an exercise in making sure the 
most utilized objects are cached in their respective caches. Hence, the most 
utilized stored procedures should be in the procedure cache, while the majority of 
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The best way to determine how SQL Server is usmg memory 1s to 
execute DHCC MWv!USACil!.'. This command wi ll indicate the amount of 
memory allocated to SQL Server at startup, the 12 largest objects in the 
procedure cache, and the 20 largest objects in the data cache. Hence, the 
following recommendations are based upon the utilization of this data and wi ll 
aid in determining the optimal size for these caches. 
Tuning the Procedure Cache 
When tuning the procedure cache, the goal is to determine the optimal size for 
the purpose of holding the most active stored procedures as well as the other 
procedure cache data objects. ln essence, it want to prevent reading stored 
procedures from the disk as this is very costly. Moreover, if the procedure cache 
is large enough, it will prevent the displacement of procedures in the cache by 
procedures not yet in the cache. (Must remember that the SQL Server wi ll store a 
duplicate copy of each stored procedure execution plan, which is accessed by 
more than one user.) By default SQL Server distributes 20% of available 
memory to the procedure cache after ~QL Server overhead has been allocated. 
The task is to determine if this 20% is sufficient, not enough, or to much based 
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It can determine if the procedure cache is large enough by executing the 
most frequently used stored procedures, and then running the DBCC 
MEMUSAGE command, the 12 largest stored procedures in the procedure cache 
will be displayed. If have more than l2 stored procedures, it can continue to 
execute the other procedures, checking each time with the DBCC MEMUSAGE 
command to see if one of the previously executed procedures has remained 
cached. It can also execute each stored procedure obtaining its execution plan 
size via the DBCC MEMUSAGE command. Once have executed all high 
frequency procedures and obtained their sizes, add these size values to derive the 
total cache size necessary for all procedures. 
Tu11i11g tlte Data Caclte 
The data cache is comprised of the memory left after SQL Server overhead and 
the procedure cache memory requirements have been satisfied. The goal is to 
have enough cache space to hold the majority of all indexes used, and a 
respectable percentage of the most frequently accessed tables, thus reducing 
physical I/O's. 
It also use the DI3CC MEMUSAGE command to view the 20 largest 
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respectable size for the data cache, based on the sizes indicated for these 20 
database objects. It can also determine the size of the most frequently accessed 
tables and indexes. Having calculated these sizes, may elect to allocate enough 
memory to SQL Server in order to contain the entirety of these database objects 
in the data cache. 
3.3.2.2 TempDB in RAM 
If the queries being executed against the SQL Server are using temporary 
workspace for sort operations, GROUP BY, temporary tables, multitable join 
operations, etc. it will be bcnclicial to move tempclb to RAM. However, in order 
to make this move, must have enough memory available over that which is 
already required by and allocated to Windows NT Server and SQL Server. 
Consequently, if the tempdb is currently 25 MB in size, then the total memory 
required on for the system is: 16 MB for Windows NTS + total SQL Server 
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3.3.2.3 Other SQL Server Tuning Parameters 
Dedicated Multiprocessor Performance 
If the hardware platform possesses multiple processors and the system wlll be 
dedicated to SQL Server, consider enabling the Dedicated Multiprocessor 
Performance option. This will increase SQL Server's perfonnance substantial ly. 
Boost SQL Sen1er Priority 
If have not enabled the Boost QL Server Priority option, doing so will allow 
SQL Server threads to run in the real-time priority class ( 16 - 11) Running at 
this priority level, SQL Server threads will be executed before all other process 
threads running in the lower variable priority class ( I - 15). Hence, on single 
processor machines under heavy load and not dedicated to SQL Server, other 
processes may be starved. However, if the system is dedicated to SQL Server and 
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The database tuning processes is based on performance observations gathered 
during normal SQL Server operations, typically at the time of peak work cycles. 
The type of performance problem symptoms which indicate possible database 
tuning is necessary, usually consists of excessive disk I/O and or excessive cache 
flushes. Both of these symptoms have been addressed earlier with respect to 
memory and disk 110 tuning. However, assuming that these SQL Server 
resources have been suffi ciently tuned, it is now time to examine the database 
design and the mapping of the physical database to physical disk devices 
3.3.4 Query and Index Tuning 
Under most circumstances, if an efficient database design has been implemented 
on a suitable hardware platform, the SQL Server query optimizer will efficiently 
optimize most queries without concern for the structure of such queries, thereby 
resulting in exceptional pcrfom1ance. I Im ever, if a p;i rticular query is 
performing poorly and pcrfonnancc monitoring or critical system resources 
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Analyzing a query is a process of elimination. Before begin to dissect the 
structure of the SQL query, it is prudent to eliminate other contributing factors 
which may influence SQL query performance. Having eliminated these other 
factors, it is then appropriate to analyze the structure of the query. 
Views 
SQL queries that access views may seem relatively simple in structure. 
Nonetheless, the actunl view may be very complex in structure. Consequently, 
the view may in fact need to be analy1cd for poor performance before any 
queries which access it can be analyzed. Therefore, analyze the underlying SQL 
statement which comprises the view. 
Triggers 
Slow query performance may also be att ributed to the fnct that a trigger may be 
defined for a table associated with the query. Accordingly, it may be that the 
trigger 1s performing slnwl nnd not the query. However, trigger overhead is 
u~unlly 'cry 10\ The time in olved in running a trigger is spent mostly in 
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the deleted and inserted tables arc always in memory since they arc logical 
tables. I lencc, it is the location of other tables which may be causing physical 
page reads from disk, that is the cause of slow performance. 
Stored Procedures 
The optimization of the search clause by the Query Optimizer is based on the set 
of values that arc given when the stored procedure is first executed. The stored 
procedure then remains in cache and the query is not re-optimized each time it is 
executed. An assumption is therefore made that the first set of values used with 
the stored procedure arc representative. If this is not the case, it 1s necessary to 
force a recompile of the stored procedure. This can be done by executing WITH 
RECOMPILE, restarting SQL Server, or by executing the sp_rccompile stored 
procedure. 
Since stored procedures are not re-entrant, if two processes execute a 
stored procedure concurrently, two copies of the stored procl:durc arc compiled, 
optimi1cd, and stored in cache. Multiple copies of the same stored procedure 
may ha c d1fTerent query plans if parameter values passed to the stored 
p1occdurc 1111.: very different The copies stored in cache remain there until they 
ore ngcd out of cnchc or until they are forced to recompile, either explicitly by 
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index or table that is referenced by the stored procedure. (Stored procedures arc 
automatically recompiled when objects or indexes on any of the tables usod by 
the query plan arc dropped. They are not recompiled when add indexes or run 
UPDATE STATISTICS.) 
Concu rre11cy 
A query may be performing slowly due to concurrency connicts with other 
queries. In order to determine if concurrency problems do exist, observe if the 
query runs efficiently during some periods of the normal work cyclt.; and slowly 
during others. If' th is behavior 1s exhibited, then should check the locking le els 
of other active SQL Server processes. 
This can accomplish by running the sp_who stored procedure in order to 
determine if the query being analyzed is being blocked by another process. It can 
then execute the sp_lock stored procedure to obtain more detail on the state of 
process locks with respect to the identified queries. There arl' also SQL crvcr-
Locks performance monitor counters which arc useful for determining the types 
of lod..s held system" idc. The most useful for determining if server concurrency 
problt.:m~ exist nrc Totnl Blocking Locks, Total Demand Locks, and any locks 
which urc "F-.:clusl\ c" If an of thc.c values are high with respect to the nw11ber 
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3.3.4.2 Helping SQL Server Choose Indexes 
The mere existence of indexes is not enough for SQL Server to use them. Must 
have to specify conditions in the WHERE clause that take advantage of these 
indexes. If have only partial conditions for a composite key, specify WHERE 
clause condit ions for the leftmost columns of the key. 
For example, suppose have a table with an index on columns a, b, c and 
d. Depending on the WI IERE clause conditions, SQL Server may use all or 
fewer columns of the index, or not use the index at all , as shown in Table 3.4. 
W llERE Cla use Conditions 
E a = @a AND b - @b A D c @c 
Ke:v Columns T hat May Be Used 
• -- ... -f-
a, b, c, d 
- d~d ---4-----
WHERE a= r. a AND b = @b AND~ =_a_c_---1---~--a_b_. c ______ 
1 
Wt IERE a = @_a ~ND b = @b AND d_ = @-:-d -+~----~ a, b 
HERE a= a a AND c = c AND d = @d a 
HERE b = @b AND c = @c AND d = @d pndex -can- n-ot_b_e_u-sed (unles-;-aJI column 
~ecdcd for the query may be found in th 
1index, in which case SQL Server may d 
Ian indc~ scan instead of a table~can) 
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3.3.S Principles For Performance Tuning SQL Server 
• / ,et SQ/, Server wke c:ar e <>} mos/ of the tunmg work. 
SQL Server 7.0 has been dramatically enhanced in order to create a largely auto-
configuring and self-tuning database server. Take advantage of SQL Server's 
auto-tuning settings. This helps SQL Server run at peak performance even as 
user load and queries change over time. 
• UAAI is rt lm11ted resolll'l 'e. 
/\ mnjor part or any database server environment is the management or random 
access memory (RAM) buffer cache. Access to data in RAM cache is much 
faster than access to the same information from disk. But RAM is a limited 
resource. 1f database 1/0 (input/output operations to the physical disk subsystem) 
can be reduced to the minimal required set of data and index pages, these pages 
will stay in RAM longer. Too much unneeded data and index information 
flowing into buffer cache will quickly push out aluable page~. The driving focus 
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• Creale and mai11fm11 good 111dexes. 
A key factor in maintaining minimum 1/0 for all database queries is to ensure 
that good indexes are created and maintained. 
• Mon if or disk I () s11h.,y s1e111 pe1formunce. 
The physical disk subsystem must provide a database server with sufficient 110 
processing power in order for the database server to run without disk queuing. 
Disk queuing results in bad performance. This document describes how to detect 
disk 1/0 problems and how to resolve them. 
• App/1catwn und Query /'1111111g. 
This becomes especially important when a database server will be servicing 
requests from hundreds or thousands of connections through a given application. 
Because appl ications typically detennine the SQL queries that will be executed 
on a database server, it is very important for application developers to understand 
SQL Server architectural basics and how to take full advantage of SQL Server 
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• Take advan1age of the pmve~(ul co111h11wt1011 of S<JI. ,\'erver Profiler and Index 
/'uning Wi:ard. 
SQL Server Profi ler can be used to monitor and log a SQL Server's workload. 
This logged workload can then be submitted to SQL Server Index Tuning 
Wizard so that index changes can be made to help performance if necessary. 
Regular use of SQL Profiler and Jndex Tuning Wizard helps SQL Server 
perform well as the overall query workload changes over time. 
• /'ake advantage uj S(}/, Serva J>erfor111m1ce A fo111te1r tu cletec:t hu11/e11ecks. 
SQL Server 7.0 provides a revised SCI or Pcrfonnancc Monitor Objects and 
counters, which are designed to provide he I pf ul information for monitoring and 
analyzing the operations of SQL Server. This document describes key 
Performance Moni tor counters to watch. 
• Take udvantuge <>/SQ!. Sc1rver Query Analy:er and (/rap/11ca/ S/wwJ>hm. 
SQL Server 7.0 introduces Graphical ShowPlnn, an easy method to analyze 
problematic SQL queries. Statistics 1/0 is another important aspect of Query 
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3.4 SERVER PROCESSES 
Processes make up the heart of all transactions, so it makes sense to optimize the 
processes. The spin counter option and time slice option optimizes processes so 
that no process can bog down system resources by continuously staying in the 
system. 
The s17111 co11111er option specifies a limit on the attempts a process can 
make when try ing to obtain access to a resource. On uniprocessor systems, a 
process can only try once. Wi th multtproccssor systems, however, the default 
value is I 0,000, which can ht.: altered. 
The 11111e sltce option is used to set the time limit for a process to be 
active. If the process exceeds the time limit, the SQL Server kernel assumes the 
process is stuck and automatically terminates it. The t1111e sltce alue should 
carefully consider. If it is too low, it wi ll slow down the system. This drop in 
system performances happen because the processes scheduling themselves in 
and out of the CPU bog down the system. I f set 11111e slt l·e too high, some 
problems can occur. For example, it can cause long response times when one 
process docsn ' t schedule 11sel f out of the CPU until after a long time. This makes 
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To make these changes, use the sp configure system procedure. Since 
these arc advanced options, it can only change the s<..:ttings when show advanced 
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[INDEXES 
4.1 \VHAT IS AN INDEX 
"W11at in the world is on indexes and index selection doing in database 
administration?" It shown that it is important to understand indexes and how 
SQL Server uses indexes to help developers when they arc stuck and come to the 
ORA looking for some words of wisdom and advice. 
J\ n 111dex is a separate physical database structure created on a tublc that 
facilitates fas1cr data retrieva l when search on nn indexed column SQL Server 
also uses indexes to enforce uniqueness on a row or column in a table or to 
spread out the data on various data pages to help prevent page contention. 
4.2 STRUCTURE OF SQL SERVER INDEXES 
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Figure 4. t The B-trce Structure 
A f3-Tree structure consists of a top level, called the root~ a bottom le cl , 
called the /ea/(olways level O); and zero lo many intermediate levels (the B-Trce 
in Figure 4. I has one intcnncdiatc level). In SQL Server tcnns, each square 
shown in Figure 4. I represents an index page (or data page). 
- 1 >! t-; ...... ,, 
lC• J 
~" ~-~ ... 
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The greater the number of levels in the index, the more index pages must read to 
retrieve the records arc searching for (that is, perfon11ance degrades as the 
number of levels increases). SQL Server maintains two diITerent types of 
indexes: a clustered index and a nonclustercd index. 
4.2.1 Clustered Jndex 
/\ c/11stered index is a B-Tree structure where level 0, the leaf, contains the actual 
data pages of the table and the data is physica lly stored in the logical order of the 
index. /\ clustered index determines the storage order of datu in t1 table. A 
clustered index is analogous to a telephone directory, which arranges data hy last 
name. Because the clustered index dictates the ph sical storage order of the data 
in the table, a table can contain only one clustered index. However, the index can 
comprise multiple columns (a composite index), like the way a telephone 
directory is organized by last name and first name. 
A clustered index is part icularly effi cient on columns ofien searched for 
ranges of values. Once the row w1th the first value is found using the clustered 
index, rows with subst.:qucnt indexed nlucs arc guaranteed to be physically 
ad jact.:nt For example, if rm application frequently executes a query to retrieve 
rccord1., hct\\CCll a range of dates, a clustered index can quickly locate the row 
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until the last date is reached. This can help increase the pcrfonnancc of this type 
of query. Also, if there is a column(s) which is used frequently to sort the data 
retrieved from a table, it can be advantageous to cluster (physically sort) the table 
on that column(s) to save the cost of a sort each time the column(s) is queried. 
Clustered 1ndexes are also efficient for finding a specific row when the 
indexed value is unique. For example, the fastest way to find a particular 
employee using the unique employee ID column cmp_id would be to create a 
clustered index or PRIMJ\R Y KEY constraint on the cm 1>_id column. 
It 1s important to dclinc the clustered index key with as few columns as 
possible. If a large clustered index key is defined, any nonclustcred indexes that 
arc defined on the same table will be significantly larger because the 
nonclustered index entries contain the clustering key. 
To understand how the data w111 be accessed must consider to the using 
of clustered index for : 
• Column~ that contain n limited number of distinct values, such as a state 
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• Queries that return a range of values using operators such as HETWEEN, 
>, >=, <, and < =. 
• Columns that arc accessed sequentially. 
• Queries that return large result sets. 
• Columns that arc frequently accessed by queries involving join or 
GROUP BY clauses; typically these are foreign key columns. 
• OL TP-type applications where very fast single row lookup is required, 
typically by means of the primary key. 
Clustered indexes nrc not a good choice for 
• Columns that undergo frequent changes because this results in the entire 
row moving (because SQL Server must keep the row's data va lues in 
physical order). This is an important consideration in high-volume 
transaction processing systems \ here data tends to be volati le. 
• Covered queries. The more columns within the search key, the greater the 
chnnce for the dnta in the indexed column to change, resulting in 
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4.2.2 Nonclustered Index 
With a nonclustered index, the leaf le el pages contajn pointers to the data pages 
and rows, not the actual data (as does the clustered index). A nonclustcrcd index 
docs not reorder the physical data pages of the table. A nonclustercd index is 
analogous to an index in a textbook. The data is stored in one place, the index in 
another, with pointers to the storage location of the data. The items in the index 
are stored in the order of the index key values, but the informat ion in the table is 
stored in a diITerent order (which can be dictated by a clustered index). If no 
clustered index is created on the table, the rows arc not guaranteed to be in any 
rarticular order. 
Similar to the way use an index in a book, Mjcrosoft® SQL ServerTM 
searches for a data value by searching the nonclustered index to find the location 
of the data value in the table and then retrieves the data directly from that 
location. This makes nonclustered indexes the optimal choice for exact match 
queries because the index '"i ll contain entries describing the 0xact location in the 
tahle of the data va lues being searched for in the queries. If the underlying table 
is sorted us ing n clustered index, the location is the clustering key value; 
nthcm 1 ~c. the locat1on 1 ~ the ro" ID (RID) comprised of the file number, page 
number, and ~lot number of the row. For example, to search for an employee lD 
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Server looks through the index to find an ent ry that lists the exact page and row 
in the table where the matching cmp_id can be found, and then goes directly to 
that page and row. 
4.2.2. I Multiple Nonclustercd Indexes 
Some books contain multiple indexes. For example, a gardening book can 
contain one index for the common names of plants and another index for the 
scient ific names because these are the two most common ways in which the 
readers lind information. The same is true for nonclustercd indexes. It can define 
a nonclustcred index for each of the columns commonly used to find the data in 
the table. 
To understand how the data will be accessed must consider the using of 
nonclustered indexes for : 
• Columns that contain a high number of distinct values, such as a 
combination of la~ t name and first name (if a clustered index is used for 
other columns). 
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• Columns frequently involved in search conditions of a query (WI IERE 
clause) that return exact matches. 
• Decision Support System applications for which joins and grouping arc 
frequently required. 
• Covered queries. 
4.2.3 Data Modification And Index Performance Considerations 
It is widely known that un inc.le'< can help spcc<.1 data rclrie als, from lime to 
time, may hear someone say that indexes slow down other orcrations, such as 
inserts, updates, anti <.lclctcs--which is true. It has been mentioned that fVI rec 
data structures arc, for the most part, self-maintaining data structures, meaning 
that as rows are added, deleted, or updated, the indexes also are updated to reflect 
the changes. All this updating requires extra VO to update the index pages. 
What happens when a new rO\v is added to a table without a clustered 
index? The data is added at the end of the last data page. What happens when a 
new row 1s added to a clu. tercd index? The data is inserted into the correct 
phys 11.:nl anti logical ortler in the table and other rows may be moved up or down, 
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the index.As the index pages and data pages grow, they may be required to split , 
requiring slightly more disk 1/0 . 
ln general, should not worry about the time required to maintain indexes 
during inserts, deletes, and updates. Must be aware that extra time is required to 
update the indexes during data modification and that performance can become an 
issue if over-index a table. On tables that are frequently modified, try to restrict 
the tables to a clustered index and no more than three or four nonclustered 
indexes. Tables involved in heavy transaction processing should be restricted lo 
from zero to two indexes. Ir rind the need to index beyond these numbers, run 
some benchmark tests to check for performance degradation 
4.3 SUGGESTED INDEX STRATEGIES 
Index selection is based on the design of the tables and 1he queries that are 
executed against the tables. Before you create indexes, make sure that the 
indexed columns arc part of a query or are being placed on the table for otha 
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4.3. t \ \/hat To Index 
The following list shows criteria that can use Lo help detenninc which columns 
wi ll make good indexes : 
• Columns used in table joins 
• Columns used in range queries 
• Columns used in order by queries 
• Columns used in group b y queries 
• Columns used in aggregate functions 
4.3.2 What Not To Index 
The following list shows cases in which columns or indexes should not be used 
or should be used sparingly : 
• Tables with a small number of rows 
• Columns wi th poor selecti vity (that is, wi th a wide range of values) 
• Columns thnt arc \ Cry large in width ( try to limit indexes to columns less 
thun 25 b) ICI., 111 !MC) 
• Table~ w11h hem y transaction loads (lots of inserts and deletes) but very 
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• Columns not used in queries 
4.3.3 Clustered Or Nonclustered Index 
As knows, can have only one clustered index per table. Following are some 
situations in which a clustered index works well : 
• Columns used in range queries 
• Columns used in order by or group by queries 
• Columns used in table joins 
• Queries rctuming large result sets 
Nonclustered indexes work well in the following situations : 
• Columns used in aggregate functions 
• Foreign keys 
• Queries returning small result sets 
• When using the DBCC DBREINDEX statement to dynamically rebui ld 
indexes (don't hm e to drop and re-create the index or constraint) 
• lnfonnatton frequently accessed by a specific column in table joins or 
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• Primary keys that are sequential surrogate keys (identity columns, 
sequence numbers) 
B II 
1111 1111 .......... 
Figure 4.3 Clustered and Nonclustered Index 
4.3.4 Computing Selectivity 
It can determine whether a column is a good candidate for an index by doing 
some simple math and computing the selectivity of the column. First, must 
detenninc the total number of rows in the table being indexed. It can obtain this 
information from the Tobie Size frame of the Manage Indexes dialog box or by 
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Select COUNT(*) FROM table name 
Then must detennine the number of unique values for the column you 
want to index. To determine this number, execute the following SQL command : 
Select COUNT(DISTINCT columnl _name) FROM table name 
To determine the number of expected rows returned by using the indexed 
column, calculate the following formula : 
expected number of rows (I/number of umque values)* Total number of rows 
in the table 
If the expected number of rows is low compared to the total number of 
rows in the table, the column is a good candidate for an index. This can further 
validate by computing a percentage, as follows : 
Percentage of rows returned (expected number of rows/total number of rows in 
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4.3.S Composite lndrxcs 
Composite indexes arc indexes created with two or more columns (the maximum 
number of columns for an index is 16 columns). SQL Server keeps distribution 
page information on all the columns that make up the composite index, but the 
histogram of data distribution used by the query optimizer is kept only on the 
first key, so the order of the keys does matter. Use the key with the most unique 
va lues as the first key (best selectability). Try not to get carried away by creating 
composite indexes with a large number of columns. (Try to ~ccp them under four 
columns.) Too many columns afTect perfonnancc and make the mdex key large, 
increasing the sij'c of the index and requiring to scan more data pages to read the 
index keys. 
4.3.6 Index Covering 
Index covering is a tenn used to explain a situation in which all the columns 
retu rned by a query and all the columns in the WHERE clause arc the key columns 
in a single nonclustered indl!x SQL Sen er docs not have to read the data pages 
to ~at1 sfy the query, in~tend, 11 returns the values on the leaf page of the index. In 
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The downside to index covering is the added overhead to maintain the 
indexes. Also, it is very difficult to create indexes to co er the many difTcrcnt 
queries executed by users. Avoid creating indexes to cover queries. It is better off 
creating single-column or narrow composi te indexes for the query optimizer to 
use. 
4.4 CREATING USEFUL INDEXES 
Creating useful indexes is one of the most important tasks can do to achieve 
good performance. Indexes can dramatically speed up duta ret rieval and 
selection, hut they are a drag on data modification because along with changes to 
the data, the index entries must also be maintained and those changes must be 
logged. The key to creating useful indexes is understanding the uses of the data, 
the types and frequencies of queries performed, and how queries can use indexes 
to help SQL Server find data quickly. A CRUD chart or similar analysis 
technique can be invaluable in this effort. It might want to quickly review the 
difTercnce between clustered and nonclustcrcd indexes bccau"e the diffcrcncl! is 
crucial in deciding ' hat I.ind of index to create. 
Clu~t l! rcd and nonclustcred indexes are similar at the upper (node) 
level ' both arc organ11cd ll\ 8-trccs Index rows abo e the leaf level contain 
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of the first key value on the page it points to. Figure 4.4 shows an abstract view 
of an index node for an index on a customer's last name. The entry .Jolm.wm 
indicates page I :200 (fil e I, page 200), which is at the next level of the index. 
Since .Jo/111.wm and .Jones are consecutive ~ntri es, all the entries on page I :200 
have values between .Johnwm (inclusive) and Jones (exclusive). 
Key Page Number 
Jackson t :1 47 
Jensen 1 :210 
Johnson 1:200 
Jones 1 :186 
Juniper 1:202 
Figure 4.4 An Index Node Page. 
The leaf, or bottom, level of the index is where clustered and 
nonclustered indexes differ. For both kinds of indexes, the leaf level contains 
every key value in the table on which the index is built, and those keys are in 
sorted order. In a clustered index, the leaf le el is the data level, so of course 
every key value is present. This means that the data in a table is sorted in order of 
the clustered index. In a nonclustcrcd index, the leaf level is separate from the 
data In addition to the I.-ey ' alucs. the index rm s contain a bookmark indicating 
where to find the actual duta. If the table has a clustered index, the bookmark is 
the clu1itc1cd index "-cy thnt corresponds to the nonclustercd key in the row. (If 
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In SQL Server clustered indexes are guaranteed to be unique~ if don't 
declare them as unique, SQL Server adds a uniqucificr to every duplicate key to 
tum the index into a unique composite index. ff index on last name is a 
nonclustcrcd index and the clustered index on the table is the zip code, a leaf-
level index page might look something like Figure 4.5. The number in 
parentheses after the zip code is the uniqueificr and appears only when there are 
duplicate zip codes. 
Key Locator 
Johnson 98004(t) 
Johnson 06801 (3) 
.Johnston 70118 






Figure 4.S A Leaf-Level Index Page. 
4.4. l Tailor Indexes To Critical Transactions 
Indexes speed dntn retrieval nt the cost of ndditional work for data modification. 
ro dctcnrnne u reasonable number of indexes, must consider the frequency of 
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If system is almost purely a decision-support system (DSS) wi th little update 
activity, it makes sense to have as many indexes as wi ll be useful to the queries 
being issued. A DSS might reasonably have a dozen or more indexes on a single 
table. If have a predominantly online transaction processing (OLTP) application, 
need relatively few indexes on a table -probably just a couple carefully chosen 
ones. 
To achieve index coverage in queries must look for opportunities, but 
don't get carried away. An index "covers" the query if it has all the data values 
needed as part of the index key. For example, if have a query such as s1~·1,1~·("/' 
emp 11m11e, emp se.x Fl?OM employee WI/WU~· emp name UK/~· 'Sm%' and have 
a nonclustcred index on emp name, it might ma"-c sense to append the emp sex 
column to the index key as well. Then the index will still be useful for the 
selection, but it will already have the value for emp sex. The optimizer won't 
need to read the data page for the row to get the emp sex value~ the optimizer is 
smart enough to simply get the value from the 8-tree key. The emp sex column 
is probably a char{/), so the column doesn't add greatly to the key length, and 
this is good. 
E cry nonclustcrcd index is a co cring index if all are interested in is the 
key column of the 111dcx For example, if have a nonclustered index on first 
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• Select all the first names that begin with K. 
• Find the first name that occurs most often. 
• Determine whether the table contains the name Me!ts:w. 
In addition, if the table also has a clustered index, every nonclustered 
index includes the clustering key. So it can also cover any queries that need the 
clustered key value in addition to the nonclustered key. For example, if 
nonclustered index is on the first name and the table has a clustered index on the 
last name, the following queries can all be satisfied by accessing only leaf pages 
of the 13-trec 
• Select Tibor's last name. 
• Determine whether any duplicate first and last name combinations exist. 
• Find the most common first name for people with the last name Wong. 
It can go too far and add all types of fields to the index. The net efTect is 
that the index becomes a virtual copy of the table, just orgn11izcd differently. Far 
fewer index entries fi t on a page, I 0 increases, cache efficiency is reduced, and 
much more disk space is required. The covered queries technique can improve 
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Indexes arc also important for data modifications, not just for queries. 
They can speed data retrieval for selecting rows, and they can speed data 
retrieval needed to find the rows that must be modified. In fact, if no useful index 
for such operations exists, the only alternative is for SQL Server to scan the table 
to look for qualifying rows. Update or delete operations on only one row are 
common; should do these operations using the primary key (or other UNIQUE 
constraint index) values to be assured that there is a useful index to that row and 
no others. 
/\ need to update indexed columns can affect the update strategy chosen. 
For example, to update a column that is part of the key or the clustered index on 
a tahlc, must process the update as a delete followed by an insert rather than as 
an update-in-place. When decide which columns to index, especially which 
columns to make part of the clustered index, consider the effects the index will 
have on the update method used. 
4.4.2 Index Columns Used In Joins 
Index columns arc frcqut.:ntly used to join tables. When create a PRIMARY KEY 
01 UN IQUF con~trnmt , an index is automatically created. But no index is 
uutomuticnlly crt.:ah.:d for the referencing columns in a FOREIGN KEY 
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always among the most likely ones on which to create an index. If primary key 
and foreign key columns arc not naturally compact, consider creating a surrogate 
key using an identity column (or a similar technique). As with row length for 
tables, if can keep the index keys compact, it can fit many more keys on a given 
page, which results in less physical 110 and better cache efficiency. And if can 
join tables based on integer values such as an identity, it avoid having to do 
relatively expensive character-by-character comparisons. Ideally, columns used 
to join tables are integer columns - fast and compact. 
Join density is the average number of rows in one table that match a row 
in the table it is being joined to. It can also think of densi ty as the average 
number of duplicates for an index key. /\ column wi th a unique index has the 
lowest possible density (there can be no duplicates) and is therefore extremely 
selective for the join. If a column being joined has a large number of duplicates, 
it has a high density and is not very selective for joins. 
Joins are frequentl y processed as nested loops. ror example, if while 
joining the orders table \ ith order 1tl.!1m the system starts with the orders table 
(the outer table) and then for each qualifying order row, the inner table is 
scnrched for corresponding rows. For the most common type of join, an equijoin 
thnt loo~~ for cquul vnlucs m columns of two tables, the optimizer automatically 
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order that you specify for the join doesn't matter in the equijoin case. However, 
the order for outer joins must match the semantics or the query, so the resulting 
order is dependent on the order speci lied. 
4.4.3 Create Or Drop Indexes As Needed 
If create indexes but find that they aren't used, should drop them. Unused indexes 
slow data modification without helping retrieval. It can detennine whether 
indexes arc used by watching the plans produced via the SHOWPLAN options~ 
this is easy if analyzing a large system with many tabks and indexes. There 
might be thousands of queries that can be run and no way to run and analyze the 
SI IOWPLJ\N output for all of them. J\n alternative is to use the Index Tuning 
Wi1,ard to generate a report of current usage patterns. The wizard is designed to 
detennine which new indexes to build, but can use it simply as a reporting tool to 
find out what is happening in current system. 
Some batch-oriented processes that arc query intensive can benefi t from 
certain indexes. Such process1.:s as complex reports or end-of-quarter financial 
clo ings ollcn run infrequently. If this is the case, creating and dropping indexes 
1s simple. Cnnsickr n strntcg of creating certain indexes in advance of the batch 
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way, the batch processes benefi t from the indexes but do not add overhead to 
OLTP usage. 
4.5 Between The Lines 
Following are some important points to remember about SQL Server indexes : 
• SQL Server maintains indexes with a B-Tree structure. 
• In a clustered index, the leaf contains the actual data pages of the table 
and the data is physically stored in the logical order or the index. 
• The SQI. Server query optimizer selects at most one index to resolve a 
query. 
• Composite indexes arc indexes created with two or more columns. 
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[SYSTEM ANALVSlS AND DESIGN 
5. 1 INTRODUCTION 
Systems analysis and design seeks to systematically analyze data input or 
data llow, processing or transforming dRta, data storage, and information output 
within the context of a particular business. Systems analysis and design is used to 
analyze, design, and implement improvements in the functioning of businesses. 
lnstallation or a system without proper planning will lead lo great 
dissatisfaction and frequently causes the system to fall into disuse. Systems 
analysis and design lends structure to the analysis and design of infonnation 
systems, a costly endeavor that might otherwise ha e heen done in a haphazard 
way. Tl can be thought of as a series of processes systematically undertaken to 
improve a business through the use of computerized information systems. 
5.2 FACT FINOTNG TF.CllNIQllES 
S stem anal sis starts with data collection. Useful infom1ation and 
n.:commcndnt1ons arc obtained through carrying some efforts of fact finding that 
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structured fact finding techniques in system nnalysis, including re carch, Internet 
surfing and observation. 
5.2.1 Research 
All the research work is approached from the point of view of this 
system, which involves reviewing periodicals such as journals, books, 
conference papers and magazines that contain relevant infonnation. All the 
periodicnls were getting from the Univcrsily or Malaya 's main library, National 
Library of Malaysia and State Library of Sclangor 
5.2.2 Internet surfing 
Surfing the Internet is indeed a good method of fact fi nding technique. 
Existing methods at the web help in giving ideas on the features of the system, 
data that should keep track in the systt!m database and the implementation of the 
system. The information about ava ilable de eloping tools nlso can easily get 
from cndor ·' web sites. This helps in e aluating and selecting the most suitable 
tools for l't!n{tcat wn 011 l,hy.\lca/ !Jes1g11 <f A /Jcro.w~(l SQ!, Server 7. 0 
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5.2.3 Observation 
Observing the information's needs seeking behavior is one of the 
important information gathering techniques. Through observing the act ivi ties of 
sor. Server. it is able to seek and gain insight about what problems arc actuall 
faced by the database administrators as well as to gain information about 
information's seeking behavior that is unavai lable through any other methods. 
5.3 REQUIREMENTS SPE IFICATION 
The requirements specification follows up on general user's requirements to 
identify the system's functional rcqu1rcmcnts ns well as the non-functional 
requirements. 
5.3.l Functional Requirements 
Functional requirement arc statement or ·crviccs that the s stem ·hould 
provide, how the system should react to particular inputs and how system should 
bcha e in particular situation. The functional requirement also explicitly state 
' hat the system should not do I he table helm shows the functional 
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-
Input Funrtions Output Functions Processing Functions Storagr Functions Control Funct ions 
~ 
1 The S\ Stem must I The system must I The S) stem must I Tbe S) stem must I ll1e s~ stem must 
ncccrn 1hc scncrnlc the perform the follo\\lng mnmlnm 1he enforce 1he folio\\ mg 
folio,, mg mputs : follo" mg outputs . processes : follO\\ mg darn : controls . 
• hem dutu • Reports • Sort lasts • Item tluta • Log-in 
• Pnrt111on dnta • Search results • Search datn • Pnrt1uon dnta • Datnbasc Bnckup 
• Query L>atabnsc • Time execute • Nonnah1.e log.1cal • C1rculation data 
• Needed data du tubn~l· • Dewey ()ccimal 
2· All tJic inputs • Anni~ 1c slo'' Classificut1on Duin 
arc either key in b~ 2 The input cnn '1c" perfonnnncc 
using keyboard m 1hc screen, pnru 2. All 1J1c data can be 
out. C'\port ns nnother create. amend and 
3·The Hem data fonnat lllld sa1 e into delete 
can be importod the disl-ette 
from Se!'\ er ...___ 
Table 5.1 Functional Requirements 
S.3.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirements are essential definitions of system properties and 
constraints and the standard must be constraints under which a system must 
operate. 
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• Roh11stness : 
Robus1ncss refers lo the quality that causes a system to be able to handle 
unexpected error and echo back with proper responses. The System wi ll 
incl ude effective error handling and validat ion procedures in order to 
make it robust. Error messages will be displayed if any unexpected error 
occurs. 
• Response I ime : 
The response time should be with in a reasonable internal time where all 
the desirable information should be avai lable to users al any point in time. 
User should not be kept waiting for a long time for the results. 
• Relwh1'11y : 
The system should be reliable and shall not cause unnecessary downtime 
of the assessed environment. 
• A/11/11-11.\er enviromm'lll : 
The system should support not only a user but is able to cope with a large 
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5.4 DEVELOPrNG TOOLS ANALYSIS 
There arc a few criteria that considered during the analysis of the developi ng tools, 
including : 
I. Enable the development of windows applications that work with real database 
2. Enable to create professional-looking installation packages for the application 
5.4.1 Visual Basic 6.0 (VB 6) 
Visual Basic 6.0 (VB 6) is the most productive lool for crcaling high-
performance windows appl ication. The integrated Visual Database Tools and a 
RAD environment promote productivity by allowing fast application 
development. VB 6 is able to create applications and both client and server-side 
components that are optimized for throughout by the world-class Visual C 1 + 6.0 
optimized native-code compiler (Office Software International, 2000). 
VB 6 introduces the powerful ne\ standard database access method, ADO 
(AcliveX Dala Objccls) to access the library database. All OLE DB drivers such 
n" SQI. Sencr1 M 65 1. Oracle 7.3.3+, Microsoft Access, ODBC, and SNA 
Ser er ha\ c been into VB. The ADO allowing high-speed access to any ODBC-
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Visual Basic 6.0 provides a complete set of tools for integrating databases 
with any application, kwon as Visual Database Tools. The Visual Database Tools 
of the Visual Basic simplify operations like database design and the extraction of 
infonnation from a database. They arc not programming tools but tools to help in 
preparing the application for coding. The Data View Window and the Query 
Designer are two of the Visual Data Tools. The Data View Window provides a 
way of maintaining any database connections and the Query Designer is an 
interactive database query interface that enables almost any type of SQL 
statement designing (Pctroutsos, 2000). 
/\ new productive Data Environment Designer in the Visual Basic 6 is a 
design time tool used to set up data access for the application. It is a very 
sophisticated interface that allows table-style query design, easy generation of 
complex SQL code and a live results preview (fntemet.com Corporation, 2000). 
The Data Report Designer, which is also known as Data Report Uti lity is a 
straightforward tool in VB that streamlines the generation of reports. It allows 
user to pre iew, print and export report out of the application (Thayer, 1999). 
Visual Basic 6 supports mobile computing that enables the de elopment of 
clil:nt/sc1 c1 applications that '"ork with databases. The Visual Basic project is 
able to bundle into a d1stnbutablc package, either a compressed CAB file or an 
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addition to creating a standard installation process, it will also include the fil e 
and programs to allow users to uninstall the application if they want to (Thayer, 
1999). 
5.4.2 Consideration Of Database 
S.4.2.1 Types of Database 
Type Advuutn~es Disadvantages 
• Less comple\. • CrcJIC nn1 lil i.:s 1h.11 unnblc 
File Mnnngeme111 l' rogrnm • Less C\.pcns"c lo hnl "uh olhcr lites 
• Eusc lo use 
Rtlational database Relational database 
Database Management S} stem • Integrate data from muluple • Ob1nm ex pens" e son" arc 
li tes • Obtain n large hardware 
• Ensure data integril} configuration 
• Reduce data rcdundan~ 
• Sccunty 
Object Oriented database Object 0 1 icntcd databast 
• Can mcorpor:llc sound, • Ver) complex 
'1dco, IC\.I and graphics • Cost I 
• Well su11c<l for muh11ncdrn 
1lppl1CJllOO!> 
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The file management programs and the database management systems 
(DBMS) are two widt:ly used database types. All the advantages and 
disadvantages of both database types arc listed in the Table 5.2. 
The file management programs enable user to create customized databases 
and to store and retrieve data from these databases. The file management 
programs are less complex and thus are less expensive and easier to use than 
database management systems (Meyer. Baber and PfafTenbcrgcr, 1999). 
I lowever, the file management systems create Oat fil es where the information in 
a flat ti le cannot be linked to data in other li tes. This wi ll violates the ru les or 
avoiding data redundancy and data integrity. Thus it wi ll not be chosen as the 
system database. 
The relational database management systems (RDBMS) can link data from 
several files. The relational database and object-oriented databases arc two of the 
widely used type of DBMS. The object-oriented database was not considered, as 
it is well suited for multiple applications that arc not the case in the I 'er~/l(:atum 
the Per.fomwnc:e of/\ ftcro.,·c?fi SQ/. Server. 
The rcn. ons or using rdntional database as the system database arc qs 
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1. It can work with many separate fil es and relate all the data 
(Meyer, L3nber and PfafTenberger, 1999). Thest: ensurt: tht: 
integrity of data and reduce the data redundancy. 
2. Both the logical relationships and query language enable users 
to retrieve in seconds or minutes (McLeod, 1998). 
3. It provides multiple levels of security precautions such as 
passwords, user directories and encryption (McLeod, 1998). 
5.5 SYSTEM REQUIREM E TS 
There arc two categories of systen1 requirements for l'erif1cotum the 
l'erj(m11a11cc: of Atf1cr<J.wift SQ!, Server, that is the di.!vclopment environment and 
the runtime environment. 
S.S. I Development Environment 
5.5.1.1 Hardware Requirements 
The hardware requirements for dC\cloping the system arc listed as follovling: 
• 113M PC or compatible, with Pentium 144MHz processor or higher 
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• 700 MB of hard disk space or higher 
• VGA or higher-resolution monitor 
• Printer and label printer as output devices 
• Keyboard and mouse as input devices 
5.5.1.2 Softwnre Requirements 
The system requirements for developing the system are listed as fo llowing : 
• Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 
• Windows NT operating system 
• Crystal Report 4.0 
S.5.2 Runtime Environment 
5.5.2.1 Hardware Requirements 
The hard,,are requi rements for running rtr111al /,1hmry arc listed as 
folio\\ ing . 
• IBM PC or compat ible, with Pentium 500MHz processor or higher 
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• 400 MB of hard disk space or higher 
• VGA or higher-resolution monitor 
• Printer and label printer as output devices 
• Keyboard and mouse as input devices 
5.5.2.2 Software Requirements 
The software requirements for running Optimi::.ing Alicrosofl SQL Server 
are listed as following : 
• Windows NT operating system 
5.6 PROJECT SPECS 
As mentioned earlier, the project specs mostly to evaluate available methods for 
retrieving data and uses the most emcient new methods to achieve the data. To 
optimize the SQL Server, a host language ' ill he used in a program. For this 
purpose, Visual Basic is been chosen to work wi th SQL Server. The host 
language is not an existing programming language, but a pseudo programming 
lnngungc. ·1 his nppronch has been chosen in order to not get buried in all sorts of 
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SQL language. This way is called as embedded SQL. There arc three main 
advantages resulting from this way : 
• Testing of embedded SQL statements can be done interpretively. 
• Embedded SQL statements are compiled resulting in a performance 
improvement w1 th respect to interpretive SQL Server. 
• End users principally employ interpretive SQL whereas embedded SQL 
is intended for experienced programmers. The uniformity of both fonns 
of SQL simplifies communications between these two groups. 
5.6.1 Methods And New Objects 
To most effectively optimize Microsoft SQL Server performance, must identify 
the areas that w1 11 yield the largest perfonnance increases over the widest variety 
of situations, and focus analysis on these areas. Otherwise, it may expend 
sib>nificant time and effort on that may not yield sizable impro"emcnts. 
Experience shows that the greatest benefit in SQL Server performance can 
be gained from the general areas of logical datnbase design, index design, query 
design. and nppl icntion design. Con crscly, the biggest performance problems 
111 c often cuust.:d by dt.: fic1cncit.:s in these same areas. If concerned w1th 
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performance improvements can often be achieved with a relatively small time 
investment. 
While other system-level performance issues, such as memory, cache 
buffers, hardware, and so forth, eKperience shows that the performance gain from 
these areas is often incremental. SQL Server manages available hardware 
resources automatically, for the most part, reducing the need of extensive 
system-level hand tuning. 
Most performance problems cannot be successfully resolved with only a 
server-sic.Jc focu~ . ·1 he server is essentially u "puppet" of the client, which 
controls what queries arc sent, and thereby what locks arc obtained and released. 
Although some tuning is possible on the server side, successful resolution of 
performance problems wi ll usually depend on acknowledging the dominant role 
the client plays in the problem and analyzing client application behavior. 
S.6.1.1 VB Source Code 
As will d1sco, cr. VBSQL is prd ty easy to use. Fi rst, and most importantly, the 
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(txtDataWindow.Text) statement. This and the resulting execute method are all 
that must have to allow for runtime SQL entry and execution. 
As mentioned earlier, it's possible to allow the users to execute pre-
prepared statement and stored procedures as well. It also can be used to issue 
"straight-up" SQL such as SELECT* from tblRequest. The power of this little 
utility should make for some very interesting applications development. Example 
of VB source code : 
Private Sub txtDataWindow KcyPress (KcyAsc11 As Integer) 





Before a program can actually run, it must be processed by a number of 
utility program. The two most important tasks of the precompiler are syntax 
checking and generating host language statements. All SQL statements are 
checked for their syntactic accurancy. For example, the precompiler will 
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whose number of column expressions in the SELECT clause is not equal to the 
number of variables named in the INTO clause. 
A second task of the prccompilcr is to generate statements from SQL 
statements. The program listing in the previous section is one of these generated 
programs. At the same time the precompiler buHds a database request module 
(DBRM). It is sometimes referred to as an access module. A DBRM contains all 
the information about the SQL statements from the program concerned. 
The compiler generates an object module from lhe prncompilcd program. 
The link editor then takes the object module and builds a load module. A load 
module is u program which is now suitable to be loaded into the computer 
memory for execution. Compilers and link editors do not form any part of a 
database management system, but are among a number of stand-alone utility 
programs. 
When the program has been processed by link editor and BIND program, 
it is ready for execution. IC during the execution of a program, a portion of code 
generated by the processing strategy is fotchcd from the SQL catalog and used to 
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5.7 CONCLUSION 
SQL Server is capable of very high performance on large databases. To achieve 
this performance potent ia l, must use efficient database, index, query, and 
application design. These areas are the best candidates for obtaining significant 
performance improvement. Try to make each query as efficient as possible, so 
that when the application scales up to more users, the collective multi-user load 
is supportable. Study of the client application behavior, the queries submitted by 
the application, and experimentation with indexes using the guidelines in this 
document arc strongly encouraged. A mcthouicul approach in analyzing 
performance problems wi ll often yield significant improvement for relatively 


















Chapter 6 : System Implementation 
(SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
System implementation is the acquisition and integration of the physical and 
conceptual resources that produce a working system (Meyer, Baber and 
Pfaffenberger, 1999). It is the physical realization of the database and application 
designs (Connolly and Begg, 1998). There are two main tasks in the system 
implementation phase that is system development and system testing. 
6.2 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
6.2.1 Database Development 
The first step in the system development is to develop the system database based 
on the logical data model for Verification on Physical Design of Microsoft SQL 
Server 7.0 Performance during the system design phase. 
The database development is started by creating an empty database called 
Payroll. A table is then created by specify all the fields for the table and the field 
properties. A primary key is allocated for the table in the database. After the 
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Chapter 7 : Stimulation Results 
ISTIMlJLATION RESULTS 
7. 1 STIMULATION 
To evaluate the performance of the proposed Verification on Physical Design of 
Microsojl SQL Server 7.0 J>erformance, simulations are carried out using the 
Visual Basic 6.0. Several components and functions are developed and 
incorporated into the system. These experiment shows that the greatest benefit in 
SQL Server performance can be gained from the general areas of logical 
database design, index design, query design, and application design For the 
purpose of comparison time consuming, three rnain modules are included in the 
system that i ~ between columns, between rows and between rows and co lumn!.. 
7.2 USE EFFICIENT INDEX DESIGN 
Unlike many non-relational systems, relational indexes are not considered part of 
the logical database design. Indexes can be dropped, added, and changed \ ithout 
affecting the database schema or application design in any way other than 
performance. Enicicnt index design is paramount in achieving good SQL Server 
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The optimi7er reliably chooses the most eITcctivc index in the majority of 
cases. The overall index design strategy should be to provide a good selection of 
indexes to the optimi7er, and trust it to make the right decision. This reduces 
analysis time and gives good performance over a wide variety of situations. 
The fo llowing are index design recommendations : 
• Examine the WHERE clause of SQL queries, because this is 
the primary focu~ of the OJ>timizcr. 
Each column listed in the WI IERE clause is a possible candidate 
for an index. If hnvc too many queries to examine, pick a 
representative set, or just the slow ones. If development tool 
transparently generates SQL code, this is more difficult. Many of 
these tools allow the logging of the generated SQL syntax to a fi le 
or screen for debugging purposes. Can find out from the tool's 
vendor if such a feature is available. 
• lJse rutrro\\ indexes. 
Namm indcxl!s are oficn more effective than multicolumn, 
compound indexes. Narrow indexes have more rows per page, and 
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The optimizer can rapidly and effectively analyze hundreds, or 
even thousands, of index and join possibilities. I laving a greah.:r 
number of narrow indexes provides the optimi7er with more 
possibilities to choose from, which usually helps performance. 
I laving fewer wide, multicolumn indexes provides the optimizer 
with fewer possibilities to choose from, which may hurt 
performance. 
It is ofien best not to adopt a strategy of emphasizing a fully 
covered query. It is true that if all columns in SULECT clause arc 
covered by a non-clustered index, the optimizer can recognize this 
and provide very gooq performance. I lowever, this often results in 
excessively wide indexes and relics too much on the possibility 
that the optimizer wi ll use this strategy. Usually, should use more 
numerous narrow indexes which often provide better performance 
over a wider range of quenes. 
Should not have more indexes than are necessary to achieve 
adequate rend performance because of the overhead involved in 
updating those 111dexcs. I lowever, c en most update-oriented 
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not hesitate to try a new index if think it will help~ can always 
drop it later. 
• Use clustered indexes. 
Appropriate use of clustered indexes can tremendously increase 
performance. Even UPDATE and DELETE operations are often 
accelerated by clustered indexes, because these operations require 
much reading. A single clustered index per table is allowed, so 
use this index wisely. Queries that return numerous rows or 
queries involving a range or vnlues, an.: good cundidntes for 
acceleration by a clustered index. 
Examples: 
• SELECT • FROM PRSSEWlNGTlCKETrNGDET AIL2 
• WHERE COLORCODE = 'PINK' 
• -or-
• SELECT • FROM PRSSEWINGTICKETINGDETAIL2 
• WHERE MARKERNO > 5 
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By contrast, the COLORCODE or MARKER NO columns 
mentioned above are not good candidates for a non-clustered 
index i r this type or query is common. Try to use non-clustered 
indexes on columns where few rows arc returned. 
• Examine column uniqueness. 
This helps to decide what column is a candidate for a clustered 
index~ non-clustered index, or no index. 
The fo llowing is an example query to examine column 
uniqucnc!'!s: 
• SELECT COUNT (DISTINCT COLORCODE) 
• FROM PRSSEWTNGTTCKETINGDETAJL2 
This returns the number of unique values in the column. Compare 
this to the total number of rows in the table. On a 679760-row 
table, 339880 unique values would make the column a good 
candidate for a non-clustered index. On the same table, 1360 
unique values would better suit a clustered index. Three unique 
nlucs should not be indexed at all. Must place the indexes on the 
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• Examine data distr ibution in indexed columns. 
Often a long-running query occurs because a column with few 
unique values is indexed, or a JOIN on such a column is 
perfbnned. This is a fundamental problem with the data and query 
itself, and cannot usually be resolved without identify ing th is 
situation. For example, a physical telephone directory sorted 
alphabetically on last name will not expedite looking up a person 
if all people in the city are named just "Smith" or "Jones." In 
addition to the above query, which gives a single figure for 
column uniqueness, can use a GROUP BY query to sec the data 
distribution of the indexed key values. This provides a higher 
resolut ion picture of the data, and a better perspective for how the 
optimi1cr views the datn. 
The following is an example query to examine data distribution of 
indexed key values, assuming a two-column key on 
COLORCODE,MARKERNO : 
• SELFCT COLORCODE, MARKERNO, COUNT(•) 
• FROM PRSSEWINGTlCKETlNGOETA1L2 
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This will return one row for each key value, wi th a count of the 
instances or each value. To reduce the number of rows returned, it 
may be helpful to exclude some with a 11/\ VlNG clause. For 
example, the clause 
• HA VlNG COUNT(*) > I 
will exclude all rows which have a unique key. 
The number of rows returned in a query is also an important 
factor in index selection. The optimizer considers a non-clustered 
index to cost at least one page 1/0 per returned row. /\t this rate, it 
quickly becomes more efficient to scan the entire table. This is 
another reason to restrict the size of the result set or to locate the 
large result with a clustered index. 
Do not always equate index usage with good performance, and the 
reverse. If using an indc · always produced the best performance, 
the optimi1er's job would be very simple - always use any 
available mdex. Actually, incorrect choice of indexed retrieval 
cun result 111 very bad performance. Therefore the optimizer's task 
1s to sdect indexed retrieval where it wi ll help performance, and 
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7.3 USE EFFICIENT QUERY DESIGN 
Some types or queries arc inherently resource intensive. This is related to 
fundamental database and index issues common to most relational database 
management systems (RDI3MSs), not specifically to SQL Server. They are not 
inefficient, because the optimizer will implement the queries in the most effi cient 
fashion possible. However, they are resource intensive, and the set-oriented 
nature of SQL may make them appear ineffici ent. No degree of opt imizer 
intelligence can eliminate the inherent resource cost of these constructs. The arc 
intrinsically costly when compared to a more simph.: query. Although SQL 
Server will use the most optimal access plan, this is limited by what is 
fundamentally possible. 
For example: 
• Large result sets 
• IN, NOT IN, and OR queries 
• Highly non-unique WI IFRE clauses 
• ! (not equal) comparison operators 
• Certain column functions, such ns SUM 
• Expn.:ssions or clntu con\ crsions in WI !ERE clause 
• I m:ul variables in WI IFRE clan c 
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Various factors may necessitate the use of some of these query constructs. 
The impact of these will be lessened if the optimizer can restrict the result set 
before applying the resource intensive portion of the query. The foll owing arc 
some examples. 
Resource-intensive : 
• SELECT SUM(COLORCODE) FROM 
PRSSEWINGTICKETlNGDETALL2 
Less resource-intensive : 
• Sl!LECT SUM(COLORCODE) FROM 
PRSSEWINGTICKETING WI IERE COLORCODE 'PINK' 
Resource-intensive : 
• SELECT * FROM PRSSEWlNGTlCKETINGDET A1L2 
WHERE LNAME=@V AR 
Less resource-intensi e : 
• SELECT * FROM PRSSEWLNGTlCKET1NGDETAlL2 
WHERE LNAME=@VAR AND COLORCODE .... 'PlNK' 
In the first example, the SUM operation cannot be accelerated with an index. 
1-:ach row must he read and summed. Assuming that there is an index on the 
Color( 'ode column, the opt1min:r wlll likcly use this to initially restrict the result 
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ln the second example, the local variable is not resolved until run time. 
1 lowever, the optimizer cannot defer the choice of access plan until run time~ it 
must choose at compile time. Yet at compile time, when the access plan is built, 
the value of @VAR is not known and consequently cannot be used as input to 
index selection. 
The illustrated technique for improvement involves restricting the result set 
with an AND clause. As an alternate technique, use a stored procedure, and pass 
the value for @VAR as a parameter to the stored procedure. 
In some cases i1 is best to use a group or simple queries using temp tables 
to store intermediate results than to use a single very complex query. 
Large result sets are costly on most RDBMSs. Should try not to return a 
large result set to the client for final data selection by browsing. It is much more 
efficient to restrict the size of the result set, allowing the database sys1em to 
perform the functi on for which it was intended. This also reduces network 1/0, 
and makes the application more amenable to deployment across slow remote 
communication links It also improves concurrency-related performance as the 
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7.4 ORGANIZATION OF DATABASE: SPACES 
The role that application design plays in SQL Server performance cannot be 
overstated. Rather than picture the server in the dominant role, it is more accurate 
to picture the client as a controlling entity, and the server as a puppet of the 
client. SQL Server is totally under the command of the client regarding the type 
of queries, when they arc submitted, and how results are processed. This in tum 
has a major effect on the type and duration of locks, amount of 1/0 and CPU load 
on the server, and hence whether pcrfonnance is good or bad. 
For this reason, it is important to make the correct decisions during the 
application design phase. I lowcvcr even if face a performance problem using a 
turnkey application where changes to the client application seem impossible, this 
does not change the fundamental factors which affect performance - namely that 
the client plays a dominant role and many perfonnancc problems cannot be 
resolved ''~thout making client changes. 
With a well-designed application, SQL Server is capable of supporting 
thousands of concurrent users. With a poorly-designed application, even the most 
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Using the fo llowing suggestions for client application design will provide 
good SQL Server performance: 
• Use small resul t sets. Retrieving needlessly large result sets (for example, 
thousands of rows) for browsing on the client adds CPU and network 110 
load, makes the application less capable of remote use, and can limit 
multiuser scalabil ity. It is better to design the application to prompt the 
user for sufficient input so that queries are submitted which generate 
modest result sets. 
Application design techniques which facilitate th is include limi ting the 
use of wildca rds when huilding queries, mandating certain input fields, 
and prohibiting improvised queries. 
• Use dbcancel() correctly in DB-Library appl ications. All appl ications 
should allow cancellation of a query in progress. No application should 
force the user to reboot the cl ient computer to cancel a query. Not 
fo llowing th is principle can lead to pcrfonnancc problems that cannot be 
resol ed When dbcanccl() is used, proper care should be exercised 
regardi ng transaction level. The same issues apply to ODBC applications, 
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• Always process all results to completion. Do not design an application or 
use a turnkey application that stops processing result rows without 
canceling the query. Doing so will usual ly lead to blocking and slow 
pcrfom1ance. 
• Always implement a query timeout. Do not allow quenes to run 
indefinitely. Make the appropriate DB-Library or ODBC calls to set a 
query timeout. In DB-Library, this is done with the dbsettime() call , and 
in ODBC wi th SQLSetStmtOption(). 
• Do not use an application development tool that docs not allow explici t 
control over the SQL statements sent to the server. Do not use a tool that 
transparently generates SQL statements based on higher level objects, 
unless it provides crucial features such as query cancellation, query 
timeout, and complete transactional control. lt is ofien not possible to 
maintain good perfomiance or to resolve a perfonnance problem if the 
application all b itself generate ''transparent SQL," because this does 
not allow expl icit control over transactional and locking issues which arc 
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• Do not intermix decision supporl and online transaction processing 
(OLTP) queries. 
• Do not design an application or use a turnkey application that forces the 
user to reboot the client computer to cancel a query. This can cause a 
variety of performance problems that are difficult to resolve because of 
possible orphaned connections. 
7.S NORMALIZE LOGICAL DATABASE OF.SIGN 
Reasonable normRlization of the logical datahusc design yields best pcrfonnancc. 
A greater number of narrow tables is characteristic of a normalized database. A 
lesser number of wide tables is characteristic of a denormalized database. A 
highly normalized database is routinely associated with complex relational joins, 
which can hurt performance. Howe er, the SQL Server optimizer is very 
efficient at selecting rapid, efficient joins, as long as eITective indexes are 
available. 
The bcnl!fi ts of normali1ation include: 
• Accelerates sorting and mdex creation, because tables are narrower. 
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• Indexes tend to be narrower and more compact. 
• Fewer indexes per table, helping UPDATE performance. 
• Fewer NULLS and less redundant data, increasing database compactness. 
• Reduces concurrency impact of DBCC diagnostics, because the necessary 
table locks will affect less data. 
With SQL Server, reasonable normalization often helps rather than hurts 
performance. As normalization increases, so do the number and complexity of 
joins required to retrieve data. As a rough rule of thumb, Microsoft suggests 
carrying on the normalization process unless this causes many queries to ha e 
four-way or greater joins. 
If the logical database design is already fixed and total redesign is not 
feasible, it may be possible to selectively normalize a large table if analysis 
shows a bottleneck on this table. lf access to the database is conducted through 
stored procedures, this schema change could take place without impacting 
npplications If not, it may be possible to hide the change by creating a view that 
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7.6 ABSTRACT DATA ACCESS 
The use or stored procedures distinguishes SQL Server from tile-based 
databases. Stored procedures arc containers for code stored on the server that 
allow to mix control-of-flow logic, such as If ... Then statements, wi th SQL to 
retrieve, insert, update, and delete data from the database. This provides a 
powerful mechanism to help abstract the data access code from the underlying 
database structure. In addition, the SQL code in stored procedures is prccompiled 
nnd can be stored in memory once the stored procedure is executed, improving 
pcrfom1am:c. 
I use stored procedures cxclusivdy for all the data access in projects that 
use SQL Server. This allows the most ncxibility for changing the structure of the 
table and provides a perfonnance boost. Stored procedures can also be used in a 
multiuser situation to implement securi ty because permissions to the underlying 
table. 
I create a stored procedure for inserting dntas. I use stored procedure over 
here becau~c if we insert from YR, then we \ ill not get the proper insertition 
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CREATE PROCEDURE populate @inscrtcount int as 
/* Delete any current rows •/ 
delete from tcsttable 
1• Loop until we have inserted the number of rows indicated by the 
@insertcount parameter •/ 
WI flLE (SELECT count(*) from testtable) <@insertcount 
begin 
I* Insert data. Note the dtlnsert column is not identified because the table is 
set to give the field a default value returned from the getdate() function •/ 
insert into testtable(field I, licld2, ticld3, field4, fi eld5, fi eld6, field?, field8, 
ficld9, field I 0, field 11, field 12) 
values(' I', '2', '3', '4', '5' '6'. '7' '8', '9', '10', ' I I', '12') 
END 
GO 
Figure 7.1 Functionality of Stored Procedure 
In this stored procedure, first delete any current rows in the table. 
Then the code loops until the number of rows in the table equals the value of 
the passed-in parameter, @insertcount. I determine the number of rows in the 
table using the count(*) SQL syntax. (I know there are probably more efficient 
ways to do this, but we want the query to run at some length so we can monitor 
it). I use database of 679760 rows and 11 columns. I create an ODBC data 
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When executing a query directly against a dedicated SQL test 
database, there's almost no pause. But if were executing a complex SQL query, 
working against a heavily used database, or perhaps working against a legacy 
system, I experience significant delays in the return of nearly any query. Using 
the RDC's QueryCompleted event, I have the ability to provide the user with 
feedback when the query is finished, to allow the user to continue working, or 
to carry out any other option that suits my environment. 
As I can sec, this feature is fa irly straight forward. I lowever, many 
clienlfservcr applications don't utilize the Remote Data control, especially if 
they're trying to completely abstract away the database interface from the user 
interface in a multitier application. But don't fcar--1 accomplish the same task 
using RDO wi thout using the RDC. 
Steps : - Start a new project named prjQueries. 
- Add a form called fnnQueries to the project. 
- In the project, I'll need to reference Remote Data Objects by using 
the Project I References menu item. 
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I bl Status 
lblTime 
Command button cmdPopulate 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Table 7.1 Controls That Been Used in the Form 
When the code runs, I'll enter in the text box a value that indicates the number 
of rows J want to insert into the test table. Then, cl ick the Populate button to 
begin the insertion. As the query executes, with each tick of the timer the 
program shows the status of the query, as well as the current execution time in 
seconds. 
Option Explicit 
' Globally declare our rdo environment and connection objects 
Dim en As rdoEnvironment 
Dim en As rdoConnection 
' Globally save the StartTime when the query is executed 
Dim StartTime As Date 
Private Sub cmdPopulnte Click() 
Dim S()L As String 
Get our rdo environment to \\.Ork with 
Set en rdol·nv1ronments(O) 
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Set en -- en.OpcnConncction(dsNamc "PayRoll",_ 
Prompt: rdDrivt:rComplcteRequi red) 




' Build our stored procedure execute statement. The number of rows 
'to insert into the database is retrieved from the text box 
SQL "e,ecutc populate'' & CLng(txtNumRows.'I ext) 
1 Gl!t the start time 
StartTi me = Now 
' Also set the timer interval to I 00 ms 
Timer! .Interval - IOO 
' Set query checking inten·al to I 00 ms 
cn.AsyncChccklntcrval - I 00 
' Execute the S()I, Statement lJsc the 1dl\sym;I ;.nub le pnrameti..:r to 
' indicate we \\ant to contmuc process mg 111 the program even if the 
·quc1y is not completed 
en.Execute S<)L, rdl\syncEnahlc 
I Enable the timer to monitor the status or the query 
Timcrl .Enabh.:d - True 
' No value was entered, notifv the user. 
MsgBox "You did not enter the number of rows to populate the 
database with." 
Private Sub Timer I _Timer() 
' ( heck lo ScL: if the query is still executing 
I I' c:n.StillExernt111g 'l'l'llL' Then 
' Show the stutus 
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' Show the current query time 
lb!Time.Caption "Query f 11ne: " & OateDifT("s", StartTime, Now) 
' Indicate the query is done 
lblStatus.Caption "Status: Done!" 
' Show the query time 
lblTime.Caption "Query Time: " & OateDifQ"s", StartTime, Now) 
' Disable the timer 
Timer! .Enabled False 
Figure 7.2 frmQueries Code 
The key to understanding how this code works lies in the Populate 
stored procedure. In the cmdPopulate_Click subroutine, I create the RDO 
connection. Then r create the SQL statement to execute the Populate stored 
procedure and pass in the number of rows to be inserted (indicated by the user in 
the text box). Next, I set the timer interval to 100 milliseconds. 
Now 1 'm at the heart of the functionality. Remote Data Objects 
provides n feature called asynchronous queries, which lets the VB program 
continue on its merry way while the SQL query continues to execute. The 
program will then periodically go out and check the status of the query. The 
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In this case, I set it to 100 milliseconds. The value normally defaults to 1,000 
milliseconds (one second). 
Now I' m ready to execute the query, using the usual execute method 
of the connection object. But in this case, I'm going to provide one additional 
paramcter--rdAsyncEnable--to indicate that this query should be run 
asynchronously. This parameter tells the program to continue processing even 
though the query might not be fini shed. 
In order to monitor the query as it runs, I check th1: stalus of the 
conn1:ction object's StillExccuting property. I do so in the Timer! Timer 
subroutine. Each time the timer fires, the code checks to sec whether the query is 
still running. If it is, I simply update how long it's been running by subtracting 
the current time from the time when the StartTime variable was set. When the 
value of StillExecuting is false and the query is finished, the timer stops and I 
indicate that the query is fini shed. With a few hundred thoudsand row insert, I'll 
see a several -second delay. 
7.7 TECllNIQllES TO A ALYZE SLO\V PERFORMANCE 
It may be tempting to address a performance problem solely by system-level 
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• Use the 4032 trace flag according to the instructions in the SQL Server 
4.2x "Troubleshooting Guide," and the SQL Server 6.0 "Transact-SQL 
Reference." This will allow capture of the SQL statements sent to the 
server in the SQL error log. 
• Monitor the quenes through a network analyzer such as Microsoft 
Network Monitor, which is part of Systems Management Server. 
• For ODBC applications, use the ODBC Administrator program to select 
tracrng of OD8C calls. 
• Use a third-party client-side util ity which intercepts the SQL at the DB-
Library or ODBC layers. An example of this is SQL Inspector from Blue 
Lagoon Software. 
• Use the SQLEye analysis tool provided as an example in the Microsoft 
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After the slow query is isolated, do the fo llowing: 
• Run the suspected slow query in isolation, using a query tool such as 
ISQL, and verify that it is slow. It is often best to run the query on the 
server computer itself using ISQL and local pipes, and redirect the output 
to a file. This helps eliminate complicating factors, such as network and 
screen 110 , and application result buffering. 
• Use SET STATISTICS 10 ON lo examine the 1/0 consumed by the 
query. Notice the count of logical page I/Os. The optimi1cr's goal is to 
minimi7c 1/0 count. Make a record of the logical 1/0 count. This forms n 
basel ine against which to measure improvement. II is oflcn more effccti c 
lo focus exclusively on the STATISTICS IO output and experiment wi th 
different query and index types than to use SET SHOWPLAN ON. 
Interpreting and effectively applying the output of SHOWPLAN can 
require some study, and can consume time that can be more effecti ely 
spent on empirical tests. If the performance problem is not fixed by these 
simple recommendations, then can use SI IOWPLAN to more thoroughly 
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• If the query involves a view or stored procedure, extract the query from 
the view or stored procedure and run it separately. This allows the access 
plan to change as experiment wi th different indexes. It also helps localize 
the problem to the query itself, versus how the optimizer handles views or 
stored procedures. If the problem is not in the query itself but only when 
the query is run as part of a view or stored procedure, running the query 
by itself will help determine this. 
• Be aware of possible triggers on the involved tables that can transparently 
generate 1/0 as the trigger runs. Must remove any triggers involved in a 
slow query. This helps determine if the problem is in the query itself or 
the trigger or view, and therefore, helps direct the focus. 
• Examine the indexes of the tables used by the slow query. Use the 
previously listed techniques to detennine if these are good indexes, and 
change them if necessary. As a first dTort, try indexing each column in 
WHERE clause. Often perfonnance problems arc caused by simply not 
having a column in th\! WHERE clause indexed, or by not having a useful 
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• Using the queries previously mentioned, examine the data un iqueness and 
distribution for each column mentioned in the WH ERE clause, and 
especially for each indexed column. In many cases simple inspection of 
the query, table, indexes, and data will immediately show the problem 
cause. For example, performance problems arc often caused by having an 
index 011 a key with only three or four unique values, or performing a 
JOIN on such a column, or returning an excessive number of rows to the 
client. 
• Based 011 this. make any needed clmngcs to the npplication, query, or 
indexes. Run the query again oiler making the change and observe any 
change in 1/0 count. 
• After noting improvement, run the main application to see if overall 
performance is better. 
Check the program for 110 or CPU-bound behavior. It is ollen useful to 
determine if a query is l!O or CPU bound. This helps focus the improvement 
efforts on the trm: bottleneck. For example, if a query is CPU bound, adding 
more memory to SQL Sen er will probnbly not impro c performance, because 
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How to Examine 1/0 vs. CPU-bound Query Behavior : 
• Use Windows NT Performance Monitor to watch 1/0 versus CPU 
activity. Watch all instances of the "% Disk Time" counter of the 
Logical Disk object. Also watch the "%Total Processor Time" counter of 
the System object. To see va lid disk pcrfonnance information, must have 
previously turned on the Windows NT DlSKPERF setting by issuing 
"diskperf -Y" from a command prompt, and then rebooting the system. 
• While running the query, if the CPU graph is consistent ly high (for 
example, greater than 70 percent), nnd the "% Disk Time" value is 
consistent ly low, this indicates a CPU-bound state. 
• While running the query, if the CPU graph is consistently low (for 
example, less than 50 percent), and the "% Disk Time" is consistently 
high, this indicates an 1/0 bound state. 










Chapter 7 : Stimulation Results 
7.8 HIPOTHESIS 
When retrieve different size of columns or attributes the time consuming is 
increasing. The increment in timing is not so far part and it is based on the 
different between the database in a table. 
CONSUMATION OF TIME FOR RETRIEVING 
COLUMNS 
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Chapter 7 : Stimulation Results 
When retrieving different turples of rows the time consummg ts 
increasing in the earlier stage but at the 100% turple of rows it decrease compare 
to previous turples. This is because more time needed to sort the different rows 
which is not in order compare to retrieve the whole rows in order. 
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Chapter 8 : System Evaluation 
I SYSTEM EVAl_, llA TION 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter includes problem encountered and its solution. strengths of the system 
and the overall conclusion. 
8.2 Pl~OHLEMS ENCOUNTERED ANO ITS SOLUTION 
There arc several problems encountered throughout the de dopment or experiment 
too18 system for Optimizi ng SQL Server including: 
a) Unsupported features between programming tools 
There are several features in SQL Server 7 that are not supported by the 
Visual Basic 6. The problem occurs because some of the components in 
Visual Basic 6 do not support the database fomrnt used by the SQL Server. 
For example the it can access database format of Microsoft Access. r inally, it 
is decided to use ADO and RDO as the system database because they can 
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b) Programming problems 
Lack of Visual Basic 6.0 programming ski lls cause a lot of problems 
during the system coding state. However, all the problems had been 
solved finally by reading a lot of references and explore the Internet. 
c) Connecting to Data Sources 
There are several ways to connect to a data source. r used the the 
connection string method but I failed because the same errors occurs. 
After failed using that method, I tried by using the ODBC Data Sources 
or DSNs which can be crcutcd using the 0Dl3C Dntn Source 
Administrator. I succeeded to connect to the data source by using the 
second rnethod 
ti) Lack of latest references 
This is the main problem faced when finding references for the literature 
review and fi ndjng prObtramming reference books. This problem had 
solved by visiting to University of Malaya main library, UNlTEN's 
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e) Lack Of PCs in the Lab 
The PCs avai lable for the students were not enough in the lab. It makes 
me to develop my system at home and try them in the lab when situation 
allows. 
f) Lack of SQL Server knowledge 
Limited knowledge in SQL Server management cause the difficulty of 
developing an appropriate classification, designing the database and the 
system transactions. Guidance from supervisor and cooperation from 
tutors providing a clearer und better understanding or I 'ertj1cuf/O// ()II 
J>hys1cul Oes1g11 of A/1cro.H?fi SQ! . . \'erver 7.0 l'e1.for1111111ce process and 
procedures. 
8.3 EVALUATION BY ENDUSERS 
The system is mainly as a system of an experiment set to analyze the optimum time 
to retrieve database from SQL Server hy rows and columns. The system had been 
tried by myself to get the stimulation results for my research. l'm very satisfied with 
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8.4 SYSTEM STRENGTHS 
l'njlca11011 0 11 l'hysical /)es1g11 of J\hcrosoji SQ/, Server 7.0 Pe1/omu111ce is a 
research with system of an experiment set ith a good features. Its stTengths arc 
discussed below . 
I) Attractive and Simple G raphic User In terface 
The interface of the system is simple and user friendly. The pages has 
colours to di fferentiate the contents. This makes the pages easily to be 
viewed and not clumsy. This foctor is important for the ' ho might be a 
beginner . The simple looking pages can make them feel eomfortablt!. 
2) Good Navigation 
Can navigate easily in the whole pages by using the links. The links can 
be found at the main page and at the left side of the pages. This feature is 
important to make the users move easily and use the system effectively. 
3) Good Division of Sections 
I 'er1j 1ca1w11 is a time execution on n.:tric ing the data from SQL Server 
which hns many functions for the purpose of keeping time consuming 
111formnti on. They arc di idcd into three main section according to their 
runctions such as co l unms~ rows~ and columns and rows. The forms are 
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6) Standalone System 
T he system is a standalone system and it makes easy to work on with it. It 
is very close to research system and only can work with huge datas. 
8.5 SYSTEM LIMITATIONS 
T his sytcm of experiment set is not a per fect system. It has a few limitations 
which make the system weak. 
1) Time Consuming 
T he system is developed us111g Visual Hasic 6 and it is not a good 
application to v iew time consuming because the timing is not so 
consistent and accurate. Example: if the time taken is 5.003 seconds and 
it will consider as 5 seconds only. 
2) Help Menu 
T he Help menu is not been prov ided for the references o f the use. It 
doesn' t need Help menu because lack problems to be solved. They might 
hove problems that has not been th inked of during developing process yet 
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3) Performance Dependent On SQL Server 
The Student's Organizer wi ll work fine when the system is standalone. 
However, problems happens when the server is slow or bad upon requests 
from database because the performance of the system based on SQL 
Server. 
8.6 FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 
In order to maintain the system and the database attractively and usability, few 
reatures can be updated or added. The system ought to be updated wi th more 
features in future. 
I) Integrate with more tables of databases 
It will be better if the system could retrieve datas from various tables. By 
this, it can be more appropriate tools for research purpose. 
2) Graphical Inputs 
It will be better if the output of results been collected and shown in the 
graphical methods. This allows to get informations gathered in graphical 
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8.7 KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE GAINED 
Veri fication of SQL Server's rcrformance is very popular and there arc so many 
research been done regarding verification. I lowevcr, the concept behind it is 
quite challenging and I discovered them during the development process of 
Verificatum on l'hysica/ Design ofM1crosoji SQ/, Server 7.0 Perji>rmance. 
At the beginning of the development process, I just knew that l' m going 
to develop a system application. However, I had a minor understanding on the 
optimization concept. Aner reading up them , I came to I.now that optimization 
application can be created to function dynamically hy using T-SQL. ·1 his makes 
ml.! to learn the T-SQL and the scripting language that related to SQL. I lowcver, 
l don' t use all this codes. 
Visual Basic 6 is a development tool which can be used to retrieve datas 
from SQL Server. So, I started to use it and develop my system. Later, I had 
problem to connect to my database. I got to kno\J that there arl.! few ways to get 
connected to our data source. All this were done using 0Df3C and DNS which I 
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As conclusion, a 101 of va luable knowledge has been gained throughout 
the development of the system of an experiment set like Visual Basic language, 
SQL programming, database designing and accessing. 
8.8 SUMMARY 
System evaluation phase has made me to think of all the problems that I 
encountered during the system development. It is quite challenging to do project 
all alone where we have to think of the system thoroughly. Even though we 
succeeded in creating the system, it still has weaknesses and 11 can be overcome 


















Chapter 9 : Conclus ion 
I THE FUTURE OF SQL SERVER 
9.1 INTRODUCTION 
The computer industry i undergoing a revolution. 13etween 100 and 150 million 
people world-wide use a PC each and every day. The growth in client server 
products and tools has fueled the dramatic reassessment of corporate computing 
requi rements and evaluation of the need for mainframe-centric computing. Even 
so, 80% of the world 's data is still resident on nat file data storage systems and 
the number of companies that have actually gone through the process of re-
cnginccring their business rrom top to bottom and actively leverage client server 
technology is remarkably small. 
The Microsofi company stratem' is based on the decision to focus on key 
areas : 
• Deskstop computing 
• Consumer '"Microsoft at Home" brand 
• Information upcrhighway 
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9.2 \VHAT IS THE ENTERPRISE? 
Microsofi arc detcrmin~d to build the typc of soflwarc that will run on any size 
of networked based personal computer. Alongside this comes a need to build 
additional software to compliment the existing portfolio, including transaction 
monitors, development tools and respositories. 
13ut what exactly is the enterprise? The classical view is the typical 
mainframe based system, of which there are approximately 300,000 systems 
world-wide and 300,000 or so smaller mini type systems such as J\S/400 and 
larger VAX basod systems. 1 he traditional playground for DB2, Oracle and 
Sybasc and u weaker area for Microson. 
The alternati c view to the traditional enterprise arena 1s radical. 
Windows NT has been called a true " 1/2 hour OS". This radical philosophy 
extends down to the hardware. The days of large single box solutions comes to 
an end, being replaced by a cluster of smaller servers, which grow over time to 
produce infinitely scaleable solutions. 
nut large boxes ' ill be present for many, many years. Microsoft are 
focusing on producing ~ofiwarc that cnn integrate into that environment in a 
scnmll.!ss litshion. And to this o er all end, Microsoft have hired 20 or so of the 
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9.3 DATABASE AND DEVELOPER TOOLS FUTURES 
The first move in reaching the future architectural goal was to re-evaluate the 
product development teams. The development teams have been stream lined to 
focus on building a component based development environment. 
The database engine~ are undergoing a review and work has started on 
creating a single unified database engine, which wi ll be scaleable from a single 
processor PC to a multiprocessor server running Windows NT. 
/\ 11 of these coniponcnts nct.:d somewhere lo be stored, and th is will take 
the form of a son ware repository which is currently under design with team!> 
from Microsoft and Texas Instruments, who arc generally acknowledged to be 
the leaders in respitory based technolof.'Y· 
The engineering effort to create such a complex architecture should not 
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